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Thread: CHAMBER 36
fero-man - December 6, 2016, 5:09 am

Does anyone has asked thundr the reason behind this new Test Kitchen's product? Sounds to me
that it's a mix of atlas + tusc and attars combined into one. What do you guys think?
HappyGoSkillfully - February 19, 2017, 2:20 am

I have worn Chamber 36 one time. I wore one drop (it wasn't a drop). I put enough on my finger to
be about a bulb drop, then put it on my neck.
This was during a late lunch that turned into a happy hour with more friends showing up.
I got laid.
But much later that night.
But it was from a chick I had bedded one other time a couple months before and hadn't seen her
again. But she happened to be where I was and came over and said 'hi.' I'm sure she got a whiff of
the Chamber as we hugged and I introduced her to a friend. A few texts later (two tables over kinda fun) and she agreed to text me later after dinner with her friend.
When we met up later I had added something else, I think NA and a drop of New Pheromone
Additive on pelvis (sorry it was December, I don'
Androcles - February 19, 2017, 3:16 am

Chamber 36
Dates of use: Saturday 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 11th, 12th, 16th, 17th, 18th
On February 4th, the day after I received Chamber 36, I took CMB36 for a spin. The first time I
smelled the fragrance, I was like â€œYes!â€• in my mind.
Having a mone baked with fragrance runs a huge risk. If the fragrance is not what I like, I can never
experience the mone power value. The fragrance mixed in hurt AV and Wolf usage for me. Though,
I also experienced some flaws with them just like everything else.
With Sex Magnet, my first time, I put too much on and got a headache. I put the sample aside and
didnâ€™t touch it for weeks. I did see something, but I had a tough time with the smell. One day, I
played a random sample game with myself and tried it on again. The wife mentioned about it, so I
kept it on and you guys know the rest. That is a great mix.
Chamber 36 fragrance mixes well with other fragrances. It does. Iâ€™ve worn designer colognes
with Chamber 36. Some examples include: Creed- Green Irish Tweed, Armani Code, Tom Ford
Tuscan Leather, YSL La Nuit, CH Men Priva and Versace The Dreamer. I did not mix the colognes
with the CMB36 app points. Adjacent.
CMB36 behind the ear x2 (1 inch circle swirl). Two vertical strokes behind the neck at 2 inches

twice over--4 strokes total. 6 applications total.
3 hours later, I apply more. No diminishing returns.
1. CMB36 Hits hard, hits fast. Powerful. Projection is great. 5-8 feet after more testing was done
from what I said earlier.
2. I got a heavy dose of looks. So blantant. If you walk into a room of 10 people within about 7-8
feet of you. 8 of 10 will turn and look as you walk in. The remaining 2 will look at you in 3 seconds. I
was amazed at this I keep being annoying man at the mall. Poke myself into each shop. Don't buy
anything. Just get the satisfaction of the hilarious attention testing. LOL
This is no exaggeration, this happened more than enough times and then some.
3. Great for anytime. Day, Night, in space. It's fantastic!
4. Compliance city. Where I live, busy-ass, professionally abridged and pretensious people naturally
can be rude. Lots of folks are not the friendliness experience providing people I get, like from
southern USA. This the metro East Coast. All walks of life. Mostly disciplined. Chamber 36 gives me
some slack on first bite. I love the effects. You have to try it. Door opening sessions are something
you will enjoy.
5. I don't think I appear sexy or anything like that. I donâ€™t get a sense of beautification like Sex
Magnet. Women aren't wondering. They know who is shining. This is rockstar feeling. Chamber 36
is the best mone blend efficacy I've ever seen so fast, so powerful. I've already used 2ml. (a lot is
due to the fastburn of it)
6. Selfies are through the roof. I feel unusually poised and unflappable. Similar to bad wolf
confidence, but not that "bad-guy-fuck-you" feeling. Just like "I own" everything. Pure elevated
status. You don't feel aggressive, but "SUPREMELY CAPABLE".
7. Women will often double-take and look at my shoes, my chest. In lines, women will not be buried
head into a cellphone. They are making sneaky looks through the corner of their eyes if they are in
front of me. Positioning themselves to just be sideways, but not too obvious about their
â€œobserve-meâ€• game.
8. Women with kids will tell their kids to say excuse me to the "gentleman" when they are close to
me. I wasn't even in their way or the kids weren't in my way.
9. I was at the car shop getting service. It took 3 people behind the counter to come and say
something to me. One is enough to handle my interaction, but the other two had to just say
something to me. 2 guys and 1 girl. There was a poor customer guy frustrated in line waiting for me
to leave. LOL. Hilarious. Not to worry. I'll have more stories to share.
10. This is a great social blend for socially getting things done during the day. You just
AndrosteRone your way through people like you're this magnificent beast decorated with gold
metals.
11. At the bar scene is great too. At night this is what you want. I know guys like V-Nice, DarkLord1,
Bandit, Kalpan56, and Dr.Chocolate would enjoy this attention power.
12. For the sex stuff and closing, I'm sure you can talk your way to something. I say this, because it
will come from you. The mix brings out a great sense of worth feeling, so high, you will spit out your
best chatter. It is a motivation, but not aggression based. You feel really cool as shit and I felt no

worries about anything. There is added courage too.
13. Chamber 36 is not for the shy guy. It is not for the guy that sits there wanted people to talk to
him. It works. You may get one or two people to come close, but like all other mones, you need to
open your mouth. This will make conversations something to remember.
14. Fragrance duration is about 4-5 hours. It tapers off at 3 hours gradually.
15. Mone effects last about 3-4 hours on me. It burns up fast on me.

16. Around the wife? I love the effects. Sheâ€™s been really cool lately. Just cool. I can crack jokes
without her eye-rolling sometimes (sometimes I say stupid things). She compliments me left and
right. I swear. I canâ€™t believe it. What the heck this juice is? She loves trying to get my attention.
Sheâ€™s been cutting up fruit to bring to me wherever Iâ€™m at. Usually, she calls me to the
kitchen. She wants to talk. I give a lot a credit to Chamber 36 and Classic Man for being solid mixes
to wear all the time. Sex Magnet is for nightclubs and bars. M3X is for nightclubs and bars. GOA will
be sidelined. Brute is done.
My next write up Iâ€™ll go into details about my TOP 5 and why. I will compare mones in my
collection and go over nuances, pros and cons of how they will fit or not fit into my life at this time. I
also want to compare Classic Man, Core, Orbital, Glace and Wolf.
Iâ€™ve been wearing Chamber 36 for the last three days and today on top of the 4th weekend.
My last test kitchen experience with FiveCrux A-1 was a complete and utter disappointment. I might
not be able to sell it?

I hope Thundr makes Chamber 36 available to buy.

Alphonse - February 19, 2017, 10:39 am

Great report.
Can you describe the scent? Notes, sillage, tenacity/longevity, its evolution etc? In particular, how
does the scent change when the ambroxan has burned off? If you've smelled real ambergris before,
how does it compare?
A
V-nice - February 19, 2017, 2:49 pm

Fucking outstanding Androcles! You're "tale of the tape" style reviews are an anomaly. Appreciated
by many.
Androcles - February 19, 2017, 3:34 pm

@Alphonse
I canâ€™t put my finger exactly on a designer kind, but a lot of the Aventus flankers base-notes
reminders. Some Paco Invictus dry down. My olfactory sense is just as individualistic as
others....(just to manage expectations.) Update: Luna Rossa by Prada for men comes the closest in
building a scent signature at the dry down heart stage. Don't expect it to be the same exactly. It is

just a good similar tone I can find at the moment.
Notes are sophisticated individually, but the total assembly are all base notes. This means the
transition is not too dynamic. Fixatives and exultants are what these are. I donâ€™t notice a
significant evolution in scent transition. You are at base notes from the start. Iâ€™ve never smelled
real ambergris, but this could have real NZ sperm whale ambergris in it, itâ€™s not hard to get. If
you dilute it, you can provide a bulk set of mixtures. Ambroxide or Ambroxan is a based on similar
notes to the raw Ambergris from my understanding. There are depths of differences, but I'm not that
gifted to distinguish like an expert perfumer. Aphrodisiac elements? Seems some on the interwebs
are convinced.
Perhaps Thundr is using raw components. I donâ€™t know.
Since the scent strengths are leaning towards the light, musky, ambery, low sweetness scale, you
can use Chamber 36 with many other fragrances in your disposal. I don't mix them, I just apply
adjacently.
The fragrance evaporation is quick on me. In 3-4 hours, I get whiffs periodically on wind drafts, but
Iâ€™m sure, Iâ€™m the only one that can smell it. Being applied on the back of my neck is the
reason.
Projection is low â€“ personal space
Sillage is low â€“ your vape trail is not lingering, personal space radius
Longevity â€“ 4-5 hours but 3 hours of pure strength, tapering significantly afterwards

If Iâ€™m thinking back to my childhood, it reminds me of my dadâ€™s aftershave in sweet musk.
Not too strong, but masculine. Back in the late 80s and early 90s, he used unique lotions, colognes,
ointments and shaving liquids from foreign locations.

@V-Nice:
Thank you V-Nice. I always appreciate your support of my contributions!
thundr - February 21, 2017, 7:26 pm

Yeah when you deal with some of the pricier musks you really have to go with collecting the raw
ingredients and making the preparations yourself. That is the only way I have found that is cost
effective enough to study them in the quantity that it needs. I could have used retail tinctures at retail
price and just mixed it together myself. If that were the case I would have had to heavily market and
drastically jack up the prices in the kitchen on products I don't know much about. That would make
me a businessman instead of a science dork. Lol
So I rolled up my sleeves and got the full experience. The main point is that I had full control over
what I was using and could establish that as the baseline while still keeping costs down in the
process. So I educated myself on ancient musk preparations and used modern methods when
needed.
You can buy a fully assembled crate engine and have it installed or you can rebuild another one do
it yourself. Depends on how gritty you are willing to get.
But... Say 5k miles on the new engine your EGR valve gets clogged and you lose horsepower. Do

you keep driving a wounded bird, do you take it back to the shop for repairs, or do you do it
yourself? A person's answer is limited depending on how dirty he decided to get in step one.
The use of animal musk goes back ages so Ruthvah type mixes were really ahead of their time.
Those who mixed different musks most assuredly had knowledge of their individual properties. Else
why would they mix them together for combined effect? Why not just wear them solo?
So I've studied these musks for a couple years now and have seen similarities to our own human
musks. The old school "sex appeal" aka ruthvah style mixes include ratios of civet, musk, ambergris.
Very similar to how the perfume industry works and how we create mones in ratios.
Civet seems to act alot like androstenone.
Ambergris is androsterone-ish.
The deer musk added something that seemed to buffer the civet while tying in the ambergris.
However, it never really stood out under my attempts at translation. My thoughts at first were
Androstadienone but over time now it seems more complicated than that. Figures.
So guys like Crowley and Solomon (probably Rasputin too) who used "sex appeal" type musk
mixes were using them as pheromones much akin to our little modern day community.
These ancient alchemists were using their knowledge to ramp up pheromone signatures in precise
combinations much beyond solo mixes. I decided to take what I learned from their wisdom and
combine it with what I've experienced from my own pheromone experiments and start making some
cool shit.
Androcles - February 21, 2017, 8:06 pm

Definately cool stuff! Can't wait to get more!
kalpan56 - February 22, 2017, 4:10 am

Hi Androcles,
Are you sure about the duration? 3-4 hours seems to be very low. Does the impact mellow down?
or is it completely gone ?
Thanks.
Androcles - February 23, 2017, 4:51 pm

Hi Kalpan,
You talking about mone power? I just stop noticing the blatant stuff at that time range. I'm sure the
Androstenone is still present. I just don't notice anything remarkable after 3-4 mark. That's just my
experience. When I reapply, the Effects come back. I think Androsterone-s is the main IOI generator
...including the fragrance.
You guys may get more time out of the mone effects on first application.
HvyEqpDrvr - March 1, 2017, 7:08 pm

(02-18-2017 10:16 PM)Androcles Wrote: &nbsp;Chamber 36
3. Great for anytime. Day, Night, in space. It's fantastic!
Totally laughed my ass off and spewed the keyboard. As someone who has spent some time in a
suit, I found this rather humorous! Thanks for the laugh Bro!
HED
HvyEqpDrvr - March 5, 2017, 11:29 pm

Heard from Thundr. Chamber 36 is awaiting some packaging and should be available shortly. I'll

be on the lookout!
Cheers,
HED
Androcles - March 6, 2017, 1:57 am

Fantastic news. I'm getting more. I'm down to 2 ml.
james mathers - March 6, 2017, 9:31 am

anyone else tried this stuff besides Androcles?
Androcles - March 6, 2017, 12:35 pm

Read post #2.
LieutenantMones - March 17, 2017, 12:22 am

I got my teensy weensy sample of chamber 36 today with my order of Dion and Tusc and... Holy
shit... It's the best smelling thing ever. Like ever. It smells like one sexy motherfucker. Yeah I'm
excited and everyone has their own taste but to me, when you see the most interesting man in the
world meme, and if you were to smell him, he would smell like chamber 36.
Can't wait to report back.
Edit:- Thank you Thundr, the candy was awesome too. So looking forward to working in the bar
tomorrow.
DrChocolate - April 6, 2017, 5:01 am

Running c36 for the first time on ride shares and a few errands. And WOOOOW. Simply wow. On 2
6" lines on me inner arm (one line each). Coming up more. Seems to last 6 hours.
Am impressed.
kalpan56 - April 6, 2017, 7:56 am

Drchocolate,
Please share more about longevity. How long is the peak performance?
Thanks
DrChocolate - April 6, 2017, 12:58 pm

(04-06-2017 2:56 AM)kalpan56 Wrote: &nbsp;Drchocolate,
Please share more about longevity. How long is the peak performance?
Thanks
Am seeing a linear pattern on hits. Starting strong and declining over time. Not so much of a bell
curve pattern on this one. Androcles is right. I LOVE it. And the smell is a good signature smell too
for me own body chemistry.
And a fairly strong silage too. I had to pick up a package to deliver on one of the platforms I drive
for, And the guy behind the counter was about a good 7 8 + feet away and he goes "mate u smell
amazing, what is it?" Mind u this is in a restaurent and he was behind the counter near the kitchen. I
said to him the usual lie I say "it's a blend of a few essential oils I made" sorry Thundr, I had to take
credit to go under cover. and this is WITHOUT me own essential oil blend. Meaning simply the 2 6"
inch lines plus 2 3" lines after about 8 hours from the previous application I had originally this

morning.
I used to think that simple looks from people was just that. LOOKS. But this one's just
GENERATING IOI's left right and center.
To me this is Will Smith in a bottle (cos he's me favorite). Charming, charismatic and funny with a
good Colgate smile.
There's EVERYTHING in it. Kinda like heart throb but a bit more amplified. ALSO I assume it's
something in the smell as well. Got heaps of comploments on the smell. But the guy behind the
counter was the biggest smell hit cos right next to the counter was the kitchen. And he STILL smelt
it.
Mars82, Androcles and HappyGoSkilfully are all right. This stuff is awesome just standalone. Am
loving it.
The sexual side is not too strong. Not like a good typical e-none type'a hit, but it's noticable.
Hits're obviously there. So far 2 lazy man hits from two guys. Initiation from them. Not me. And the
convo was friendly and buddy buddy.
Selfies; nothing so far, not that I can FEEL it like other products. But I have a thought that it's giving
me a GLOW if that makes sence. Kinda like a beacon effect.
Thanks Thundr for yet again another good product.
Still testing though. So I'll write a report and a data card as soon as I get a chance. Cheers.
DssMaster - April 6, 2017, 3:13 pm

(04-06-2017 7:58 AM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;Am seeing a linear pattern on hits. Starting strong
and declining over time. Not so much of a bell curve pattern on this one. Androcles is right. I LOVE
it. And the smell is a good signature smell too for me own body chemistry. And a fairly strong silage
too. I had to pick up a package to deliver on one of the platforms I drive for, And the guy behind the
counter was about a good 7 8 + feet away and he goes "mate u smell amazing, what is it?" Mind u
this is in a restaurent and he was behind the counter near the kitchen. I said to him the usual lie I
say "it's a blend of a few essential oils I made" sorry Thundr, I had to take credit to go under cover.
and this is WITHOUT me own essential oil blend. Meaning simply the 2 6" inch lines plus 2 3" lines
after about 8 hours from the previous application I had originally this morning. I used to think that
simple looks from people was just that. LOOKS. But this one's just GENERATING IOI's left right and
center. To me this is Will Smith in a bottle (cos he's me favorite). Charming, charismatic and funny
with a good Colgate smile. There's EVERYTHING in it. Kinda like heart throb but a bit more
amplified. ALSO I assume it's something in the smell as well. Got heaps of comploments on the
smell. But the guy behind the counter was the biggest smell hit cos right next to the counter was the
kitchen. And he STILL smelt it. Mars82, Androcles and HappyGoSkilfully are all right. This stuff is
awesome just standalone. Am loving it.
The sexual side is not too strong. Not like a good typical e-none type'a hit, but it's noticable. Hits're
obviously there. So far 2 lazy man hits from two guys. Initiation from them. Not me. And the convo
was friendly and buddy buddy. Selfies; nothing so far, not that I can FEEL it like other products. But I
have a thought that it's giving me a GLOW if that makes sence. Kinda like a beacon effect. Thanks
Thundr for yet again another good product. Still testing though. So I'll write a report and a data card
as soon as I get a chance. Cheers.
Hey DrChocolate, just curious...how would you compare the hits you get from Chamber 36 with
those of Swoon?

DrChocolate - April 6, 2017, 8:27 pm

(04-06-2017 10:13 AM)DssMaster Wrote: &nbsp;Hey DrChocolate, just curious...how would you
compare the hits you get from Chamber 36 with those of Swoon?
That's a really good question. Am glad ya asked. cos I was actually thinking of further testing more.
Both of'em a bit more.
But from the initial observations, what I can say is that c36 has an intense way of hitting people
compared to swoon.
Swoon gives me good happy vibe self effects. C36 on the other hand gives me no selfies but hits
others a lot.
C36 have me 2 lazy man hits from 2 guys so far, where as swoon didn't give me no lazy man hits at
all.
But am gonna test heaps more. Amd update more.
DrChocolate - April 11, 2017, 6:36 am

CHAMBER 36.
Where do I start? Iâ€™ve written a few reviews on many products, But with this one am not sure
where to begin.
First of all, thanks heaps for Thundr for the extra tid bits. I love'em all. Lol. The flipper board is
awsome. I've bought Houdini Attar, Solomon Attar, Core (cos am running outta) and Tusc. With
them bottles I've received 3 samples and Chamber 36 is one of'em. So I decided to run it first.
Probably best to start with the fact that itâ€™s a good all rounder. Social, very subtle sexual and a
good status product in general. Am yet to see any fall outs/imprints on this.
Plays with the dosage. Meaning low doses I get VERY subtle hits. I canâ€™t really see an optimum
dosage on this cos if I go for 1 6" line, I get subtle hits. 2 6â€•lines I get social And status hits. 3 6"
lines I get status and sexual hits. And I tried all the way till 6 6"lines and there's no overdose from
what I can see. But on 6 6"lines there 'IS' a slight intimidation factor.
Thundr is right, the first coupla hours is when C36 shines the best. Till the 6th hour. And then it
subsides in a linear pattern. First 2 hours're really good for cold appeoaches. And then from there on
out it's still active till the 6th 7th hour.
Results're replicated every time above 2 6"lines dosage. I don't get any selfies on this one. But
people around me CLEARLY see me. I get this beacon effect as I like to call it. A quick flash of me
and people look at me and then look away and then after a while they look at me again. Love that.
When I approach'em for any reason, they become instant friends.
In one phrase it's an attention grabber.
Got a few lazy man hits from guys on this so far, but am trying to figure out how to turn it into the
opposite sex. It'd be really cool to get a few lazy man hits from girls too on this. Not necessarily
sexual lazy man hits but sorta social lazy man hits from the girls would be amazing. Am gonna pair it
soon with a few other products. But I wanna test Houdini and Solomon and Tusc first stand alone.
Then I'll see what's gonna happen.
I've also got a sample of forex. I wonder if Thundr WANTS me to pair C36 with 4x. Lol. I'll keep ya's
posted about that.

Hits every nationality from me observation. And hits every age from kids to all the way to grand
dads and grandmas.
Duration on me skin is 6 hours. Am half Sri Lankan and half Spanish and 3 6" lines is where I like
me personal dosage to be.
I haven't tried mega doses on this yet. Wondering if someone else did. Thanks in advance I'd ya
did.
This is by far one of the most funnest product I've tested. And I've tested on many ride share
clients, sales girls in the shopping mall and a few random people in the shops. Am yet to figure out
how it is on people I already know. (People at me work) am on leave now, so I'll report if I'll find
anything else on people I already know.
I've changed the way am testing products these days and it's just a simple method of running
different products on different days. Got a bit carried away with C36 cos I was having heaps'a fun
with it. So now am planning to test a few other products. Will keeps ya's posted.
Thanks.
Mars82 - April 11, 2017, 7:38 am

You also noticed the intimidation factor in high doses.
TheManInTheFedora - April 11, 2017, 7:45 am

Doc Choco,
Thanks for your report. However, you mention something called 'forex.' Am I to understand that
this is a totally test kitchen product from thundr?
Mars82 - April 11, 2017, 7:50 am

(04-11-2017 2:38 AM)Mars82 Wrote: &nbsp;You also noticed the intimidation factor in high doses.
My sweet spot is 12 inches total in the mid-morning. Then I add 6 inches after 6-8 hours. By that
time, I reckon that about half of the first application is gone so the addition of 6 inches brings it back
to a total of 12 inches. Don't know if I'm right though, but this gives me good consistent effects up to
mid-evening.
DrChocolate - April 11, 2017, 9:38 am

(04-11-2017 2:38 AM)Mars82 Wrote: &nbsp;You also noticed the intimidation factor in high doses.
Yeah. 5 lines and above, And people get intimidated a bit. But still steerable. Meaning if I make a
joke or two, they comply. (04-11-2017 2:50 AM)Mars82 Wrote: &nbsp;My sweet spot is 12 inches
total in the mid-morning. Then I add 6 inches after 6-8 hours. By that time, I reckon that about half of
the first application is gone so the addition of 6 inches brings it back to a total of 12 inches. Don't
know if I'm right though, but this gives me good consistent effects up to mid-evening.
Am yet to figure that out. Cos before the 2nd application I've cleaned and flushed out the previous
app point. So that it's a fresh app.
I need to do the same as u. Next time am running it I'll do that. (04-11-2017 2:45 AM)
TheManInTheFedora Wrote: &nbsp;Doc Choco,
Thanks for your report. However, you mention something called 'forex.' Am I to understand that
this is a totally test kitchen product from thundr?
No worries Fedora. Yeah mate, it's still in the test phase as of now April 2017.

DssMaster - April 15, 2017, 3:30 am

(04-11-2017 1:36 AM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;CHAMBER 36.
I've changed the way am testing products these days and it's just a simple method of running
different products on different days. Got a bit carried away with C36 cos I was having heaps of fun
with it. So now I'm planning to test a few other products. Will keep ya's posted.
Thanks.
Hey DrChocolate, if you can, would you test and see how Chamber 36 works in a combo with
Swoon? Very interested in knowing what those two can do together.
DrChocolate - April 15, 2017, 3:57 am

(04-14-2017 10:30 PM)DssMaster Wrote: &nbsp;Hey DrChocolate, if you can, would you test and
see how Chamber 36 works in a combo with Swoon? Very interested in knowing what those two can
do together.
Sure. Will update ya in due course. Atm am running a few LAL products. Will defo come back to
Apex. Am VERY interested in Houdini. Ran it only for a coupla hours and Houdini has a drug like
effect on me. Am talking about weed kinda effect. I love it.
DrChocolate - April 17, 2017, 12:20 am

AMMENDMENT FOR ME PREVIOUS POST.
My apologies. C36 DOES in fact give me selfies. It makes me the BEST comedian who can make
every one laugh. I love that. But it doesn't make me a funny joker if that makes sence.
I make jokes that actually make people laugh and sometimes some VERY inappropriate jokes and I
still maintain that status. It's got a slight imprint effect, cos one of the riders left a fairly long comment
on the app saying that it was their funnest ride. Wow this is a genius blend. Thanks Thundr.
Also, Mars82 is correct, layering the second application while LEAVING the first one uncleaned,
amplyfies the application.
Still seeing the duration of the blend as 6 hours. And still seeing the linear pattern from it, while the
first 2 3 hours have the most prominent blatant hits possible. After the 3rd hour till the 6th hour,
hits're still there. It's visible and feelable. But after the 6th and a half hour, it starts to fade slightly on
me skin.
The perfect dose for me being 32, 33 this year is 2 6"lines and and additional 1 6"line after the 6
hour mark, WHILE the first app left alone, the second app is NOT over lapped. It's in a different spot.
In this case it was me inner arm (first app) and then me outer arm (second app)
It's autumn here in brissy, so the temperature is mid 20's at day time amd low 20's to 18 at night. So
am not sure if the ambient temperature makes any difference for the duration but I thought it might
be important. This is defo a genius blend from what I can see.
@Androcles, how's ur skin condition like? And ur ambient temperature? Cos am thinking may be if
ur skin is too dry, try a bit of lotion applied on ur app point and see if ya can extend the duration of
the blend. I just thought about it last night while I remembered ur report.
The social experiences am having with C36 is very similar to Androcle's ones and Mars82's ones.
Hits every nationality and age. Which brings me to another little finding I saw while testing BW and
C36 solo seperately. Am starting to think that E-None being bad for Asian ladies or scaring Asian

ladies is a myth. "IF",,, C36 amd BW has E-None in'em, Asian ladies responded to me very
blatantly. At least I can say that the E-None in C36 is EXTREMELY well buffered.
2 instances why am thinking that.
1. An Asian chick mate of mine I've known for the last 7 years has NEVER responded to me on
crotch to crotch kino. She'd give me hi5's amd puts her arm around me shoulder (more of a mate's
way) amd I'd kinoed her to her small of her back or the side of her hips many times, but last night
she was leaning against me and put her arm on me chest and DITH'ed me while I was checking out
another chicks arse. That has NEVER happened to me before in the last 7 years I've known her
wearing other products. Amd she KNOWS I sleep with other chicks. Matter of fact she wings me to
other chicks. She's a solid 8. Hips to die for and a well proportioned tits amd arse. And last night,
she did show a few jealous looks when I was chatting with other chicks. Weird cos that never
happened before, we're purely mates and nothing more.
2. An Asian rider was at the back of the driver seat going to the city, and she'd lean forward so
much that her face was right next to the head rest of the driver seat. She was a stunning perfect 9.
But that was on a BW solo run I did the day before.
A little off topic but I think it's relevant.
Conclusion, E-None does NOT scare Asian ladies off. Cos I've worn other E-None driven products,
and I've seen Asian ladies being very receptive and comfortable with me. I think it's up to the
individual person to make her feel comfortable and receptive. "BUT",,, This is on pure assumption
that C36 and BW has E-None. So I could be wrong on that one. I need someone to correct me on
that one. Thanks.
All in all, C36 is slowly climbing up to the best Socials for me, cos from what I can see, it's defo a
really good social, with Status properties. I was comparing C36 to Titan as Titan gives me the best
blatant selfies I can feel as soon as I sniff the application. But C36 has a gradual selfie effect on me.
Love it.
Mars82 - April 17, 2017, 6:33 am

Your first example validates my observation that Chamber 36 is also a sexual blend, but it morphs
into a sexual after some time of being social. Your experience is more blatant though.
Androcles - April 18, 2017, 12:54 am

@DrChocolate Hey DC, I believe you are right about that observation with the CMB36 duration on my skin. I have
extremely dry skin, and this is more pronounced during the winter months. Not just mones, but a lot
of the fragrance types I like, happen to burn quickly on me... around my neck area, but less on my
arms. (especially clean accords). I did my CMB 36 write-up in dead winter. Where I live, it has
warmed up considerably recently and this relevant change will have some fortunate effects.
None-the-less, Chamber 36 is great stuff and works well for me.

About Androstenone generalization and Asians:
I'll never be convinced about a blanket statement: "Androstenone repels Asians"..especially for me.
I've never experienced anything close to that with proper dosage and good mixes. My wife and a
couple of my buddies' wives are Asian. No intimidation factors. This doesn't mean a person can't
overdose and fuck things up. But at proper dosages, all was good. I can use Androstenone when I
want to.

I straight up tested Androstenone-only in various lower concentrations in my own mixes with no
other pheromone and pheromone-type molecules, no disconcerting effects noticed....deliberately
and specifically around Asian women. And then I tested high Androstenone blends properly mixed.
When I was in Thailand last December, I used M3X like mad around young Thai, Chinese and
various mixes.. women (20s), no issues there. I had a blast. I even dropped GOA in favor of M3X.
This can't be true for everyone of course. For example: Pick 10 guys and 5 have negative effects. 1
person had great effects, and next 2 guys just repeat what the first 5 said. The last 2 are so into
themselves, they believe the mone had no effects and they control their own destiny and bite their
thumbs to the gods in ethereal.
This all being said, if a mix is not blended properly, the concentrations are too high, or the user
doesn't have a handle on a particular Androstenone blend, I can see Androstenone having those
intimidation or repelling effects......on any ethnicity....anyways...... enjoy!

P.S.
1. I absolutely can attest to the layering procedure with Chamber 36. I don't wash my app points, I
just pile on.
2. It was ingenious for Thundr to utilize Ambergris for this mix.
DrChocolate - April 18, 2017, 1:34 am

(04-17-2017 7:54 PM)Androcles Wrote: &nbsp;About Androstenone generalization and Asians:
I'll never be convinced about a blanket statement: "Androstenone repels Asians"..especially for me.
I've never experienced anything close to that with proper dosage and good mixes. My wife and a
couple of my buddies' wives are Asian. No intimidation factors. This doesn't mean a person can't
overdose and fuck things up. But at proper dosages, all was good. I can use Androstenone when I
want to.
I straight up tested Androstenone-only in various lower concentrations in my own mixes with no
other pheromone and pheromone-type molecules, no disconcerting effects noticed....deliberately
and specifically around Asian women. And then I tested high Androstenone blends properly mixed.
When I was in Thailand last December, I used M3X like mad around young Thai, Chinese and
various mixes.. women (20s), no issues there. I had a blast. I even dropped GOA in favor of M3X.
This can't be true for everyone of course. For example: Pick 10 guys and 5 have negative effects. 1
person had great effects, and next 2 guys just repeat what the first 5 said. The last 2 are so into
themselves, they believe the mone had no effects and they control their own destiny and bite their
thumbs to the gods in ethereal.
This all being said, if a mix is not blended properly, the concentrations are too high, or the user
doesn't have a handle on a particular Androstenone blend, I can see Androstenone having those
intimidation or repelling effects......on any ethnicity....anyways...... enjoy!

P.S.
1. I absolutely can attest to the layering procedure with Chamber 36. I don't wash my app points, I
just pile on.
2. It was ingenious for Thundr to utilize Ambergris for this mix.
EXACTLY. I agree cause I've read a whole heap of other reports about Asian ladies getting scared
when E-None is present. But from what I can see chamber 36 and bad wolf is definitely not

repelling. But that's only just an assumption of mine thinking that those products have
E-None in'em.
I reckon you're right it's all about the dosage and the concentration.
I'm very pleased how chamber 36 hits everyone and I mean everyone in Me Close proximity.
How would you guys categorise chamber 36? Me personally I'd say it's a very strong social status.
Mars82 - April 18, 2017, 6:29 am

Some years ago when I was still new here, I wrote a post about Androstenone-based blends in an
Asian setting. I haven't tried using solo androstenone though.
DrChocolate - April 27, 2017, 4:09 am

After using C36 a few times, am reserving this extremely valuable jewel ONLY for the best
occasions in me life. Am using it VERY stingyly only cos it's a VERY powerful product for me.
Am happy to go to the extreme to say that I found me A314 I was looking for for years. It was a gift
from Thundr and I value it to the utmost level of gratitude. I hope NOTHING but the best for him, his
personal life and his company. I really hope he's gonna Excell in ANY path he's going for, for gifting
me this product. I can't thank him'nuf for giving me this jewel. Thanks heaps Thundr.
Copying the data card system from Androcles, to report about C36 stand alone. Thanks Andro.

Selfies; (5stars) initially I didn't realize that am getting selfies, but after using it a few times, I've
noticed that this is very similar to Titan. Actually scratch that, it's even BETTER than Titan. Selfies're
over the roof. Similar to BW and AM, but much more versatile. It gives me this 'beacon effect' as I'd
like to call it. People notice me even when am not doing nothing. And believe me when I say that if
an ugly mo'fucka like me gets attention when wearing this, that means a lot. Am this confident
elegant attractive glowing guy who can get everything done on me beck amd call. That's the selfie I
get from this. I love it. Not necessarily fear based, but not necessarily friendly either. It's versatile
and I can bend it the way I want. Same way I used to bend A314. Also, inner calmness. I get an
elimination of hurrying things. Instead, I get this calm focus inside me. Hard to describe it in words.
It's a feeling I get inside me head. But let's say if I HAVE to hurry, then I'd move.
Swagger; (5stars) am EXTREMELY COCKY on this. Am the shit on this amd if I ain't, I'd die trying.
EXTREME level of confidence amd body posture adjustment. Exactly the same body posture
adjustment I get from Titan. Chest forward and shoulder sway when walking. Not exaggerated sway
like king Kong, but more of a natural lift of the upper body to a level that increases me lung
capacity.
Respect; (5 stars) I don't have to ask it. I simply get it. And in return I give it back.
Focus; (5 stars) I can defo focus on things a lot more longer than usual. I've been pairing this with
Arsenic's NTZ binaural beats, and wow, me personal results're OUTSTANDING. Thanks A for
introducing binaurals to me and the community.
Beautification; (5stars) 6 stars if I can add. Cos like I mentioned before the 'beacon effect' is
marvelous. Grabs the attention of both people I already know and I don't know. It's amazing how a
product can do that to me. I love it.
Consistency; (4stars) kinda like Swoon I got about 20% of people who didn't respond to me on C36.

But it's weird cos who ever didn't get hit by C36 inside that 20% got hit by Swoon amd vice versa.
So am assuming different people get hit in different ways. But the it's defo consistent.
Range; (5 stars) if I include selfie collaborations cos it projected a fairly long way but 3stars if I think
about the scent range. But that's actually a good thing, cos I defo don't want anyone else to steal me
phero cloud. Not on C36. It's stays close to me, and people enter that personal space. Kinda like
Orbital. And I want them to know that it's just me but no one else who's projecting that phero
signature. The range is smaller in quantity, but bigger in quality. For a phero signature like this one,
that's EXACTLY how I want it to be.
IOI's factor; (5stars) am getting stares from all over the place. Left right and centre. Amd if I
maintain it, they break it before me. This was replicated more than a good 50+ times. C36 to me is a
MASSIVE IOI generator. People lean towards me. Amd when I reach them to kino them, I get the
"overly happy to hug" ya sorta hug. A lot of lazy man hits on this. From both guys and girls. One time
a good work mate of mine asked me something that he tought me in the field, and I said to him,
"mate? U're the one who tought me that" amd he goes "yeah, I don't know why I asked u that" later
on I realized, hang on am wearing C36. I give the benefit of the doubt that he asked me that cos he
just simply wanned to just ask SOMETHING from me. I've mentioned this before for Orbital, and am
mentioning this again for C36, if u're reading this and if ya don't believe in pheromones, then start
with this product. U'll be blown away.
Kino; (5 stars) a SUBSTANTIAL amount of kino receiving for me. From both genders. The only
other product I've seen this as profoundly as this was Love Boat. C36's capability of generating kino
is VERY similar to LB. Amd when that happens, there's no question about giving kino.
Magnetism; (5stars) Am just a human magnet on this. At least, I get a stare from them. I love that
attention, mainly cos am an attention whore. Androcles was right about that. Lol.
Conversation; (5 stars) I can bend the convo backwards amd forwards. Professional or playful.
Serious or joking. U name it amd I can bend it anywhere I like. I can only imagine what lawyers can
do with this product.
Approachability; (5stars) I can approach anyone I get approached by others. This is just an
amazing product for that. I'd defo recommend it to sales personnel. U'll defo get some good sales
going with this one.
Duration; (5 stars ) on me skin on 2 6"lines it lasts about 6 hours staright. And like Mars82 amd
Androcles mentioned, another one 6"line brings it back to another good 6 hours. Amd I agree with
ya's about leaving the previous app point, I find it better to leave the first app point unwashed amd
uncleaned as well and then apply the second application on a different app point WITHOUT over
lapping. I didn't add the cover scent I mixed with Essential oils on C36, cos I purposely wanted the
phero cloud to stay near me.
Versatility; (5 stars ) can be worn anywhere. Amd both day and night. But I personally think that
night is better. And indoors if possible.
Suitable engagement type; I'd say sales, professional environments and also clubs pubs. Am yet to
figure out on how to escalate on this, am still working on that.
Imprint; (4stars) it DOES in fact have imprinting qualities but not as pronounced as Imprint.
Attention; (5stars) "Beacon effect"

Optimal use; I'd say night, cos it's got a naughty side to it that I can easily bend the way I want.
Ease of use; the metal roller bottle is defo a good method cos it's easy to apply on the go. If ya
apply a very consistent amount of pressure throughout the whole line, it actually gives a consistent
line.
Will restock. "DEFENETELY" no doubt.
Worthy of further testing; HAAAAIL yeeeeeah. Like I said before, testing never ends.
Statistical use; For me, only when I need a boost of flexibility in me own favour. But am defo
tempted to use it every day.
Sexual attraction; (4 stars) 4 for me cos I've seen better on M3X, AM and Forex. BUT,,, I can defo
change the subject into porn with ease.
Romantic attraction; (4 stars) I'd say 4 cos Imprint has it at 5 stars. But C36 is verstile amd cam be
driven that way.
Favorable dosage; 2 6"lines on face (jaw line area), smudged with me outer hands. Second
application after 6 hours under the chin smudged with me inner wrists.
Potential alternative; If Michael Harris can reproduce A314, I'd say that a potential alternative.
Otherwise for me, I don't really know another good alternative. May be BW without the lazy man
hits. But that's just me.
DssMaster - April 28, 2017, 4:02 am

(04-26-2017 11:09 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;Focus; (5 stars) I can definitely focus on things a
lot more longer than usual. I've been pairing this with Arsenic's NTZ binaural beats, and wow, my
personal results are OUTSTANDING. Thanks Arsenic for introducing binaurals to me and the
community.
Beautification; (5 stars) 6 stars if I can add. 'Cos like I mentioned before the 'beacon effect' is
marvelous. Grabs the attention of both people I already know and I don't know. It's amazing how a
product can do that to me. I love it.
Consistency; (4 stars) kinda like Swoon. I got about 20% of people who didn't respond to me on
Chamber 36. But it's weird 'cos who ever didn't get hit by Chamber 36 inside that 20%, got hit by
Swoon and vice versa. So I'm assuming different people get hit in different ways. But the it's
definitely consistent.
First I would like to thank you for posting your findings, and the breakdown describing the different
aspects of the product. Tried repping you for it, but system won't allow me to, cause I need to
"spread the love" around.
On another note, I would like to know more about the NTZ binaural beats you mentioned. You can
send me a PM if you'd like so as not to derail the thread.
And about your finding that about the 20% percent of subjects that don't respond to Chamber 36,
but do respond to Swoon,... was wondering if you tried combining the two together and see what
type of reactions you get with that combo.
DrChocolate - April 28, 2017, 4:11 am

(04-27-2017 11:02 PM)DssMaster Wrote: &nbsp;First I would like to thank you for posting your

findings, and the breakdown describing the different aspects of the product. Tried repping you for it,
but system won't allow me to, cause I need to "spread the love" around.
On another note, I would like to know more about the NTZ binaural beats you mentioned. You can
send me a PM if you'd like so as not to derail the thread.
And about your finding that about the 20% percent of subjects that don't respond to Chamber 36,
but do respond to Swoon,... was wondering if you tried combining the two together and see what
type of reactions you get with that combo.
My pleasure DSS. I believe credit should be given where it's due. Good job on Apex.
Thanks for the reps. I appreciate that.
NTZ (credit to Arsenic)
http://pherotruth.com/Thread-I-Doser-My-Gift-To-You-Free-Binaural-Beats-Brainwave-Entertainment
Sure. Am planning to combine Swoon with C36. Planning to run it on the ride share riders. But atm
am running a whole heap'a other products solo. Will come back to the combos in due course.
Arsenic - April 28, 2017, 5:09 am

I'm becoming more and more interested in C36
Spars - April 28, 2017, 10:25 am

That is a growing report, Dr. I hope your words ring true through my findings.
DrChocolate - April 28, 2017, 10:27 am

(04-28-2017 5:25 AM)Spars Wrote: &nbsp;That is a growing report, Dr. I hope your words ring true
through my findings.

U'll see.
xsinasia - April 28, 2017, 3:35 pm

Thanks for excellent report !
I plan to buy C36 as soon as it's available
I would be grateful if You could include also the fragrance score !
How do You rate the smell from 1 to 5 ?
Arsenic - April 28, 2017, 4:04 pm

Mike at Apex emailed me back. C36 should be available sometime this week! Officially, anyway. I
get the feeling they are busy trying to launch a product so they want to do things by the book. Very
excited
DrChocolate - April 28, 2017, 8:03 pm

(04-28-2017 10:35 AM)xsinasia Wrote: &nbsp;Thanks for excellent report !
I plan to buy C36 as soon as it's available
I would be grateful if You could include also the fragrance score !
How do You rate the smell from 1 to 5 ?
U're welcome Xsinasia.
I'd say 4. 4 cos Pashazade fragrance is me 5. Me favorite outta all of the smells I've smelled. The

range of the smell of C36 is short for me. But I have a feeling Thundr's done it to keep it short so no
one can steal ur phero signature.
I personally think it's a good idea that the smell stays close. The best part of the smell is the
ambergris. Am a massive fan of it.
DssMaster - April 29, 2017, 1:53 am

Can't wait 'till it's ready for sale, gonna grab myself a bottle of Chamber 36 asap, thanks to the great
reports on this thread.
@DrChocolate - Funny you mentioned that Pashazade is your favorite scent. I have it in the sample
vial from LPMP, and it's just a bit too much for me, not sure if I can wear that out in the open. Will
give it a try again when I spend some time at home just to see if I start liking it more, since it may
take some time for one's nose to adjust to the LPMP scents. Now Voracious,...oh wow, that one
smells really good, so yummy, I can't stop sniffing my arm when I have that one on. I can't wait to
see what the ambergris will smell like when I get Chamber 36.
And thank you DrChocolate, and also thanks and reps to Arsenic for the Binaural Beats (Brainwave
Entertainment) thread and sharing the tracks with us. Looking forward to trying some in the near
future.
Snoopyace - May 1, 2017, 12:09 pm

From what I've been reading this sounds like it is more of an all around status pheromone that
smells amazing. I was lucky enough to be given a bottle in my order so I'm going to forego my
Imprint and Dionysos testing and try Chamber 36 today because I have to be in court (as the
plaintiff) and want to seem respectable. I'll report back more later.
Randomguy - May 1, 2017, 12:44 pm

Looking forward to your report!
I'm still waiting until it is available
Snoopyace - May 1, 2017, 9:03 pm

First, as I have written before I am an ambergris whore. Any scent that contains it will likely be one I
enjoy and this scent knocks it out of the park. Absolutely fantastic! Self effects were fun with this. I
felt powerful. Grounded. Articulate. Words and thoughts flow more easily for me than they do
normally. The only product that I feel makes me more articulate and smooth in my thoughts is
Treasureful Shine. I had a grounded confidence that is much different from the aggressive
confidence some other alpha blends create. I didn't have to raise my voice, I was able to get my
point across very easily and without issue. And people listened. Not in fear, at least in my
interpretation. For that try Mr. CEO. Today I had ~8" rolled on between the tops of my hands, sides
of my neck and behind my ears.
The sillage is strong with this one. For being an oil I was rather surprised to find it affecting people
up to ~8" (2m) away from me. The judge was completely on my side and while we still have to go to
a hearing, everything I asked for the judge agreed with. Normally they are much more balanced in
how they dictate terms.
At lunch, our waiter (I've had him before and any sort of alpha phero blend scares the hell out of
him) was very respectful and slightly intimidated but mostly in awe. I saw a lot of people who'd be
staring at me throughout the day. More than is my baseline.
I should mention that when I go out wearing pheromones, I am generally a set and forget kind of
guy when it comes to pheromones. I put them on and do my best to promptly forget I'm wearing

them. I wasn't sure what to expect when I went out with Chamber 36 on today but I've been very
impressed by it. Did I mention the scent?
Arsenic - May 1, 2017, 11:12 pm

(05-01-2017 4:03 PM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;First, as I have written before I am an ambergris
whore. Any scent that contains it will likely be one I enjoy and this scent knocks it out of the park.
Absolutely fantastic! Self effects were fun with this. I felt powerful. Grounded. Articulate. Words
and thoughts flow more easily for me than they do normally. The only product that I feel makes me
more articulate and smooth in my thoughts is Treasureful Shine. I had a grounded confidence that
is much different from the aggressive confidence some other alpha blends create. I didn't have to
raise my voice, I was able to get my point across very easily and without issue. And people listened.
Not in fear, at least in my interpretation. For that try Mr. CEO. Today I had ~8" rolled on between
the tops of my hands, sides of my neck and behind my ears.
The sillage is strong with this one. For being an oil I was rather surprised to find it affecting people
up to ~8" (2m) away from me. The judge was completely on my side and while we still have to go to
a hearing, everything I asked for the judge agreed with. Normally they are much more balanced in
how they dictate terms.
At lunch, our waiter (I've had him before and any sort of alpha phero blend scares the hell out of
him) was very respectful and slightly intimidated but mostly in awe. I saw a lot of people who'd be
staring at me throughout the day. More than is my baseline.
I should mention that when I go out wearing pheromones, I am generally a set and forget kind of
guy when it comes to pheromones. I put them on and do my best to promptly forget I'm wearing
them. I wasn't sure what to expect when I went out with Chamber 36 on today but I've been very
impressed by it. Did I mention the scent?
So what I'm hearing is that your stripper name is Amber
Would you recommend this to someone age 23? I'm concerned C36 may create a gentleman-like
vibe and I want to avoid that.
Snoopyace - May 1, 2017, 11:54 pm

(05-01-2017 6:12 PM)Arsenic Wrote: &nbsp;So what I'm hearing is that your stripper name is
Amber
Yes. Yes it is.
(05-01-2017 6:12 PM)Arsenic Wrote: &nbsp;Would you recommend this to someone age 23? I'm
concerned C36 may create a gentleman-like vibe and I want to avoid that.
Yah know, I don't think even at just over 40 I was giving off a gentleman vibe so much as just an
amazing guy that people genuinely thought was too hip for the room. This did seem to also have a
nice effect on younger women as far as a VIP effect. If you are confident enough to open a woman I
think you'll find she's interested in continuing the conversation, among other things. I think I read in
some of the earlier reviews of this that people JUST WON'T LEAVE. That seems to be my
experience with this afternoon as well.
DrChocolate - May 1, 2017, 11:58 pm

(05-01-2017 6:54 PM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;. I think I read in some of the earlier reviews of this
that people JUST WON'T LEAVE. That seems to be my experience with this afternoon as well.
I second that. Unless u make the first move to leave, they'll stick with ya. And some will enter ur
personal space with ease.

I notice that C36 can be bent in anyway ya like. If ya WANNA be a gentleman, ya can be that. But
if ya wanna an arse hole, ya can be that too, people still follow.
Snoopyace - May 2, 2017, 12:02 am

(05-01-2017 6:58 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;I second that. Unless u make the first move to
leave, they'll stick with ya. And some will enter ur personal space with ease.
I notice that C36 can be bent in anyway ya like. If ya WANNA be a gentleman, ya can be that. But
if ya wanna an arse hole, ya can be that too, people still follow.
Exactly! This is only the first day I've worn it but I have had a fun time with it even during serious
situations. It is funny how people let you lead. For example, I had a cashier (who did not do this for
the four people in front of me), ask me how I'd like my change back. If I wanted it in big or smaller
bills. Again, not something she did for anyone else and some people were getting back more
change from their purchases than I was.
Mars82 - May 2, 2017, 1:56 am

(05-01-2017 7:09 AM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;From what I've been reading this sounds like it is
more of an all around status pheromone that smells amazing. I was lucky enough to be given a
bottle in my order so I'm going to forego my Imprint and Dionysos testing and try Chamber 36 today
because I have to be in court (as the plaintiff) and want to seem respectable. I'll report back more
later.
I was looking forward to this Snoop to see if we got the same results in a court setting. Apparently
we did. Mine was a stern judge who usually gives the prosecution a hard time. Chamber 36
somehow made the judge more considerate towards our side.
Update: Just now, I was having a discussion with a female colleague. A couple of minutes into our
talk, she started to adjust her bra straps, and kept on doing it from time to time, as if there was a bug
attached to it.
Snoopyace - May 2, 2017, 2:07 am

NICE! I'm glad things went your way, also! I reapplied Chamber 36 about 2 hours ago and my bride
is acting suspiciously like I'm going to have a good evening after the kid goes to bed. I'd classify this
as a sneaky sexual blend. It's like it sort of sneaks up on women.
DrChocolate - May 2, 2017, 2:18 am

Am glad that both of ya's can see the sexual hint in this. Me own observations're alike.
Mars82 - May 2, 2017, 2:23 am

Do you guys think that Chamber 36 is more sexual than SexMag after a bit of exposure? It seems
that I'm going into this direction of belief. I have virtually finished off my bottle of Chamber 36 and is
about a quarter through my bottle of Sex Magnet.
DrChocolate - May 2, 2017, 2:41 am

(05-01-2017 9:23 PM)Mars82 Wrote: &nbsp;Do you guys think that Chamber 36 is more sexual
than SexMag after a bit of exposure? It seems that I'm going into this direction of belief. I have
virtually finished off my bottle of Chamber 36 and is about a quarter through my bottle of Sex
Magnet.
This is a good question. Am playing with a few LAL products these days. But after I do me solo runs
on them, I was thinking of combining C36 with a few other sexuals.
I was thinking of starting with C36 + 4X.
SexM is a good LMR dropper for me. Kinda like Ammo (old version. Back in 2009 used to be)

I used to combine A314 + Turn Up The Heat back in 2009 with good success. So I thought C36 +
4X would do the same for me. Cos they 'SORTA' not exactly but 'Sorta' work the same solo. And
back in the days Ammo used to be me LMR dropper. Kinda like SexM. Worked like a charm for me
back then in the fast pace pick up game in the bars and night clubs. I'll report it in due course.
Pheroman - May 2, 2017, 5:18 am

(05-01-2017 9:41 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;I was thinking of starting with C36 + 4X.
A few of these with some C36 should be a good mix

DrChocolate - May 2, 2017, 6:03 am

(05-02-2017 12:18 AM)Pheroman Wrote: &nbsp;A few of these with some C36 should be a good
mix

Ha haaa. True. But I meant the 4x as in Forex. The fast burn formula of M3X that Thundr is beta
testing these days.
Arsenic - May 2, 2017, 6:34 am

Thanks for your input Snoop. When it becomes available I'll purchase Its only tuesday so we have
some time this week for it to go public.
D_Darko - May 9, 2017, 10:01 am

I've been trying to write up something about Chamber 36 myself after having been testing this for
the last month. I transfered it to a small bulbdropper and have usually gone with 2-3 drops. I find it
useful both day and nighttime. It's sort of an allrounder in that regard that I can see myself wearing
this for most occasions.
It's got a fair bit of status and respect. People tend to get very accommodating around me, very
helpful. It seems to have some pull too, especially on people 35+ I find. There have definitely been
some cougars that have shown interest in me when I've been out to bars. I usually go with 3 drops
for those occasions.
I had a ONS with a 40 year old. She was a friend of my friends and was practically glued to me the
whole night. Then we got back to my friend's house for an afterparty. She soon fell asleep and me
and this one ended up on the sofa. The rest shall remain unsaid.
I also recently saw a lot of interest from a hot blonde 35 year old milf who opened me as I was
sitting on a barstool. Turns out we had some mutual friends as well. Within minutes she had her
phone up and wanted to add me on FB. I've been messaging with her back and forth a little bit so
we'll se what will come of that.
I have a pretty good story to tell that directly speaks of the pull C36 can have on people. Especially
if there is alcohol involved. I was sitting alone in the bar, minding my own business one weekday
after work. I see this guy 40+ to my left trying to get my attention. Anyway he starts talking to me
and we get into a conversation about politics and he's asking my opinion about this and that. I could
see he saw me as a knowledgeable, trustworthy person. Soon we are joined by his wife, also 40+
and she's also hanging on to my every word. I remember thinking, this looks like it's gonna turn real
weird, lol. Anyway, they have to go home after about 30 minutes and she just lunges into my arms
for a hug that was disproportionate to how well she knew me, to say the least. The husband didn't
say anything either. It was kind of weird.

Haven't really seen the same with the younger ones. Maybe it's a matter of dosage. I will keep
playing with it. It's really growing on me though. If you're into cougars, I think this might be just right
for you.
DrChocolate - May 9, 2017, 10:10 am

(05-09-2017 5:01 AM)D_Darko Wrote: &nbsp;Haven't really seen the same with the younger ones.
Maybe it's a matter of dosage. I will keep playing with it. It's really growing on me though. If you're
into cougars, I think this might be just right for you.
Yeah mate. I'd say defo lower the dose. U'll see the pull it's got from the youngins.
Am happy to see u're seeing the same results as me and other C36 users.
This is why I said that C36 is similar to the old 2009 version of A314. It's the ONLY product
available right now as of May 2017 that has the pulling power A314 back then in 2009 had.
I reckon Thundr cracked a massive gold mine with this one. Unless Michael Harris can reproduce
the old A314 I don't think there's a substitute for C36. It's the best.
Snoopyace - May 9, 2017, 12:38 pm

I noticed that every time I wear C36 I have a very smooth day. People seem to want to help and
just try to make me happy. Also, I've noticed that my expectations that things will go smoothly are
much higher than normal. I have this level of calm, grounded confidence that seems to carry over
into how other people interact with me. The only other product that comes close to this for me is
Captain. C36 seems to amplify the effects, however. I really think the amazing scent has a lot to do
with it. I've already started thinking of this product as my own Felix Felicis.
http://harrypotter.wikia.com/wiki/Felix_Felicis
Horizon - May 9, 2017, 4:05 pm

How you your hits with C36 look like?
I am wondering since i never have success with M3X and C36
but so many of you seem to have it.
Maybe its the age? (I am 30)
or i am to introverted for driving it the right way.
I get way more ovious hits with the old L2K, NNPA, SOB, etc
Maybe i am just looking to much for obvious hits.
DrChocolate - May 9, 2017, 8:26 pm

(05-09-2017 11:05 AM)Horizon Wrote: &nbsp;How you your hits with C36 look like?
I am wondering since i never have success with M3X and C36
but so many of you seem to have it.
Maybe its the age? (I am 30)
or i am to introverted for driving it the right way.
I get way more ovious hits with the old L2K, NNPA, SOB, etc
Maybe i am just looking to much for obvious hits.
Really? That's super weird. What're the hits u get from old L2K, NNPA and SOB?
Have ya run'em solo? And have ya dose tested'em? (I mean M3X and C36?)

Snoopyace - May 9, 2017, 8:38 pm

(05-09-2017 11:05 AM)Horizon Wrote: &nbsp;How you your hits with C36 look like?
I am wondering since i never have success with M3X and C36
but so many of you seem to have it.
Maybe its the age? (I am 30)
or i am to introverted for driving it the right way.
I get way more ovious hits with the old L2K, NNPA, SOB, etc
Maybe i am just looking to much for obvious hits.
At least in my experience, I have found that I need to interact with people before I really see the
most from Chamber 36. If you are introverted it might be a bit more challenging for you. Although, it
is a great way to practice talking to people. Put on some Chamber 36 and start chatting people up.
They won't want you to leave their presence.
DrChocolate - May 9, 2017, 8:39 pm

(05-09-2017 3:38 PM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;At least in my experience, I have found that I need
to interact with people before I really see the most from Chamber 36. If you are introverted it might
be a bit more challenging for you. Although, it is a great way to practice talking to people. Put on
some Chamber 36 and start chatting people up. They won't want you to leave their presence.
True that. Plus u'll see a few lazy man hits here and there.
Snoopyace - May 9, 2017, 8:44 pm

(05-09-2017 3:39 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;True that. Plus u'll see a few lazy man hits here
and there.
I have definitely seen the random Deer In Headlights which is always fun. It is only for a moment
before they snap out of it and suddenly are very interested in me.
Horizon - May 9, 2017, 8:51 pm

(05-09-2017 3:26 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;Really? That's super weird. What're the hits u get
from old L2K, NNPA and SOB?
Have ya run'em solo? And have ya dose tested'em? (I mean M3X and C36?)
People staring at me, mad respect from guys, guys wanne talk with me etc
girls coming closer to me, dancing around me, sometimes even open and approach me or just
blatant touching me
All this still missing with M3X and C36, but probably the hits are just more subtil.
I experinced that disinhibition effect at least from M3X.
DrChocolate - May 9, 2017, 9:07 pm

(05-09-2017 3:51 PM)Horizon Wrote: &nbsp;People staring at me, mad respect from guys, guys
wanne talk with me etc
girls coming closer to me, dancing around me, sometimes even open and approach me or just
blatant touching me
All this still missing with M3X and C36, but probably the hits are just more subtil.
I experinced that disinhibition effect at least from M3X.
Sweet. This is just me suggestion. Run'em solo first while measuring ur perfect dose and then see
how ya go.
Good luck.

Randomguy - May 12, 2017, 5:43 pm

C36 is available now!
Looking forward to the product
avi - May 12, 2017, 8:40 pm

I purchased C36.
Hurray!

Sent from my G4 LG-H815 using Tapatalk
Arsenic - May 15, 2017, 1:43 am

I ordered C36 as well. Cheers
james mathers - May 15, 2017, 12:37 pm

(05-09-2017 11:05 AM)Horizon Wrote: &nbsp;How you your hits with C36 look like?
I am wondering since i never have success with M3X and C36
but so many of you seem to have it.
Maybe its the age? (I am 30)
or i am to introverted for driving it the right way.
I get way more ovious hits with the old L2K, NNPA, SOB, etc
Maybe i am just looking to much for obvious hits.
Im also failing to see the hype with M3X. Get way more hits from the older gen products.
Snoopyace - May 15, 2017, 12:43 pm

(02-23-2017 11:51 AM)Androcles Wrote: &nbsp;Hi Kalpan,
You talking about mone power? I just stop noticing the blatant stuff at that time range. I'm sure the
Androstenone is still present. I just don't notice anything remarkable after 3-4 mark. That's just my
experience. When I reapply, the Effects come back. I think Androsterone-s is the main IOI generator
...including the fragrance.
You guys may get more time out of the mone effects on first application.
Even though this is an oil and the effects 'should' last much longer, I have noticed that the past few
times I've worn this the scent is still going but much like Androcles has experienced, I see a dropoff
after about 4 hours or so with regards to effects. I reapply and people start reacting again.
james mathers - May 15, 2017, 12:50 pm

(05-09-2017 5:10 AM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;Yeah mate. I'd say defo lower the dose. U'll see
the pull it's got from the youngins.
Am happy to see u're seeing the same results as me and other C36 users.
This is why I said that C36 is similar to the old 2009 version of A314. It's the ONLY product
available right now as of May 2017 that has the pulling power A314 back then in 2009 had.
I reckon Thundr cracked a massive gold mine with this one. Unless Michael Harris can reproduce
the old A314 I don't think there's a substitute for C36. It's the best. That's a massive call mate, r u
sure? so it beats out every other alpha product bar old style A314?

DrChocolate - May 15, 2017, 12:50 pm

Whats the temperature like on ur test environment? I think there's a major effect on that. If it's too
cold, it could not diffuse properly. But if ur body heat is high, then it's starts.
Try purposely jumping a bit (inside a bath room or something, not to draw too much attention) and
see if that starts to diffuse again.
Can't say I've done the jumping trick, but the heater all the way to the warm side helped me to warm
up the app, and from there on out it was there for a coupl'a hours. But the lay happened within 3, 4
hours last weekend. Not sure if that helps. But I thought I should mention that here. (05-15-2017
7:50 AM)james mathers Wrote: &nbsp;That's a massive call mate, r u sure? so it beats out every
other alpha product bar old style A314?
Affirmative. Yeah mate. Am talking about the A314 2009 version.
james mathers - May 18, 2017, 1:10 pm

I have meself a quarter of a tank left of a 10ml A314 circa 2009 lol.....i use it like gold dust.
Arsenic - May 18, 2017, 1:58 pm

Copied from my journal
Chamber 36
To me C36 does not smell anything like Fury scent. It almost smells like old people to me. I smell
something similar to Iso E Super, probably the ambergris and ambroxan, but... hmm. Floral old
people. Yet masculine somehow. This is from putting some on a napkin and smelling it so maybe I'll
have something different to say when I wear it on my skin.
My 21 yo brother says he likes Alpha Q's smell better than C36.
edit: I put some on top of my hand. After an hour it smells like a powdery scent that is trying to
cover androsterone. Maybe hints of honey suckle. In other words... it smells like androstenone. Kind
of like urine really, similar to BW in that regard but wow this scent package doesnt last long. There's
hardly much of a scent package in the first place really. To me anyway. This is definitely something I
would cover up with another scent.
edit 2: Gardenia. Thats what I was thinking of earlier. C36 smells like Gardenia with a hint of honey
suckle. If you want to smell like a flower then buy C36. My grandma has a pot of gardenias on her
window sill. Right on the money.
Also... C36. Not Cmb36. Stop that shit. If it were cmb36 then Bad Wolf would be Bd Wlf.

avi - May 18, 2017, 2:15 pm

Bd Wlf

Sent from my G4 LG-H815 using Tapatalk
V-nice - May 18, 2017, 2:52 pm

Just received my Chamber 36 in the mail! Plus a sample of Manimal 2.
Well packaged? Mummy wrapped! Lol

But yeah thankful I have C36! Can't wait to walk outside, have women drop to their knees and
deepthroat me on spot!
BigDickBandit420 - May 18, 2017, 3:12 pm

(05-18-2017 9:52 AM)V-nice Wrote: &nbsp;Can't wait to walk outside, have women drop to their
knees and deepthroat me on spot!
Happens all the time!!!!
avi - May 18, 2017, 3:23 pm

I ordered C36 on 12th , shipped on 15th , 16th - departed USA.
May be I'll recieve it tomorrow or these days.
Sent from my G4 LG-H815 using Tapatalk
Spider-mone - May 18, 2017, 4:34 pm

(05-18-2017 9:52 AM)V-nice Wrote: &nbsp;Just received my Chamber 36 in the mail!
how does it smell to you? initial reports were that it smelled amazing and now it seems the latest
reports are that it smells like old people!
waiting for mine but a little concerned about the scent now!
Snoopyace - May 18, 2017, 4:41 pm

(05-18-2017 11:34 AM)Spider-mone Wrote: &nbsp;how does it smell to you? initial reports were
that it smelled amazing and now it seems the latest reports are that it smells like old people!
waiting for mine but a little concerned about the scent now!
Ahaha! I am forty+ so I could be considered old.
Spider-mone - May 18, 2017, 4:47 pm

(05-18-2017 11:41 AM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;Ahaha! I am forty+ so I could be considered old.
i'm 40 ... but I don't want to smell like i'm 60!.... lol
V-nice - May 18, 2017, 6:17 pm

(05-18-2017 11:34 AM)Spider-mone Wrote: &nbsp;how does it smell to you? initial reports were
that it smelled amazing and now it seems the latest reports are that it smells like old people!
waiting for mine but a little concerned about the scent now!
Hi there! I'm not gonna use just yet, but since you asked, I put a tiny dab on my wrist and... Can't
call it! I'm in between. Off the top, I wouldn't say it's a bad smell. But I wouldn't say the greatest
smell either. Lol Either way, I have some nice quality cologne (I'm a cologne freak) that I always use
for cover anyway...for reassurance purposes.
Spars - May 18, 2017, 7:10 pm

I don't find it offensive at all. I get the "floral" notes, but I definitely don't find it offensive. It hasn't
grown on me quite yet, but offensive was the last thing to come to mind.
Arsenic - May 18, 2017, 7:17 pm

Its not an offensive smell. I have on 10 inches now and it is very subtle. Not invasive at all. However,
it IS floral. Definitely not something a 23 year old would wear. It smells exactly like Geranium
flowers.
MMM - May 18, 2017, 7:40 pm

(05-18-2017 2:17 PM)Arsenic Wrote: &nbsp;Its not an offensive smell. I have on 10 inches now and
it is very subtle. Not invasive at all. However, it IS floral. Definitely not something a 23 year old would
wear. It smells exactly like Geranium flowers.
The young 23-year-old has got some learning to do!
And remember why you purchased it. Or am I wrong when I say you purchased it to catch the
female nose, and not your own?
"Miles to go before we sleep"
Spars - May 18, 2017, 7:43 pm

(05-18-2017 8:58 AM)Arsenic Wrote: &nbsp;Copied from my journal
Chamber 36
To me C36 does not smell anything like Fury scent. It almost smells like old people to me. I smell
something similar to Iso E Super, probably the ambergris and ambroxan, but... hmm. [b]Floral old
people.
Idk. I guess I read old people and interpreted it as offensive. I guess I thought Thundr wasn't trying
to make it smell like old people and I think if someone told me that and I was he, I'd feel offended.
Your opinion is yours and you are entitled to it. I also realize you are still in your early 20's.
Spider-mone - May 18, 2017, 10:32 pm

(05-18-2017 2:40 PM)MMM Wrote: &nbsp;Or am I wrong when I say you purchased it to catch the
female nose, and not your own?
the funny thing is, a lot of scents that guys like .... women hate! so maybe it's a good sign that the
guys don't like it!!! lol
DrChocolate - May 18, 2017, 10:41 pm

Cover it with a blend of patchouli amber sandlewood coconut and vanilla EO. But cover it in a
DIFFERENT app point. Not over. Not under C36. Leave C36 as is. But the EO blend in a different
spot.
Just me 2 cents.
DrChocolate - May 18, 2017, 10:59 pm

(05-18-2017 2:17 PM)Arsenic Wrote: &nbsp;Its not an offensive smell. I have on 10 inches now and
it is very subtle. Not invasive at all. However, it IS floral. Definitely not something a 23 year old would
wear. It smells exactly like Geranium flowers.
I have a very strong feeling u're describing the Sex magnet fragrance. Check with Thundr. He'll
have a better explanation than me I rekon.
Off topic and me apologies for that. Am wearing Tusc (requested specifically to scent it with SM
fragrance in the comments box when I bought it) now and what u're describing is very similar to this
scent/fragrance. I don't know what am doing wrong, I can't figure out Tusc.
But as for C36, it's a mild amber smell. Yellow if I can give it a color.
thundr - May 18, 2017, 11:17 pm

C36 was not designed to be a cologne. It is an animal musk-based pheromone product. Apples to
oranges.
What you smell is what it is made of. I even put the bulk of ingredients in the description. Add some

jasmatone too. See anything similar to cardamom, rosemary, and oak moss? No? How about citrus,
woody fir? vetiver? No? None of that either?
Well shit it must smell like the ingredients listed. Aka animalic unscented that is probably going to
need a cover.
Spider-mone - May 18, 2017, 11:59 pm

(05-18-2017 6:17 PM)thundr Wrote: &nbsp;Aka animalic unscented that is probably going to need a
cover.
I think i'll cover it with some gardenia! lol
BarefootOxford - May 19, 2017, 3:35 am

(05-18-2017 6:17 PM)thundr Wrote: &nbsp;C36 was not designed to be a cologne. It is an animal
musk-based pheromone product. Apples to oranges.
What you smell is what it is made of. I even put the bulk of ingredients in the description. Add some
jasmatone too. See anything similar to cardamom, rosemary, and oak moss? No? How about citrus,
woody fir? vetiver? No? None of that either?
Well shit it must smell like the ingredients listed. Aka animalic unscented that is probably going to
need a cover.
Well, crap, T, I don't know what most of those smell like! I also really like it all by itself. The effects
are great, too.
ps775 - May 19, 2017, 3:45 am

If the ingredients list is the bulk, ie not all, does that mean additional pheromones other than
Androsterone, Androsterone-s and e-none?
Arsenic - May 19, 2017, 1:34 pm

Sorry - all I'm getting from it is geranium! Thanks for the into T
BigDickBandit420 - May 19, 2017, 9:56 pm

Put on a 3 inch strip to each forearm. I don't want to stop smelling the app point. This would make a
nice cologne. It's classy and fresh. This would be a country club locker room scent. It's masculine.
It doesn't smell like an old persons home to me.
Self effects: grounded confidence.
V-nice - May 19, 2017, 11:22 pm

(05-19-2017 4:56 PM)BigDickBandit420 Wrote: &nbsp;Put on a 3 inch strip to each forearm. I don't
want to stop smelling the app point. This would make a nice cologne. It's classy and fresh. This
would be a country club locker room scent. It's masculine.
It doesn't smell like an old persons home to me.
Self effects: grounded confidence.
You're absolutely right! Tried on today... 2 Back to back compliments! "Dammm you smell good!"
lol.
This alone is a good thing!
The funny thing is, when I finally put it on (really this time) that's when I noticed the wonderful
intriguing smell! That's a plus.

V-nice - May 20, 2017, 12:25 am

Hey guys! Hanging out on Sunday. Those with some C36 experience...
Would you wear this on a date? I narrowed down my mone choices and I am torn between Swoon,
M3x, and now C36.
Also, anyone notice any imprinting with C36? Thundr?
DrChocolate - May 20, 2017, 1:28 am

(05-19-2017 7:25 PM)V-nice Wrote: &nbsp;Hey guys! Hanging out on Sunday. Those with some
C36 experience...
Would you wear this on a date? I narrowed down my mone choices and I am torn between Swoon,
M3x, and now C36.
Also, anyone notice any imprinting with C36? Thundr?

I noticed C36 DOES have an imprint effect indeed. BUT,,, needs multiple exposures.
IME Imprint and GOA have a quicker imprint.
Hope this helps.
HvyEqpDrvr - May 20, 2017, 2:19 am

What DocChoc said. GOA does imprint fast and hard, but after a week or so of non exposure, the
imprint wears off.
Sorry, no experience with C36, M3X, or Swoon, yet...
Cheers,
HED
(05-19-2017 8:28 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;I noticed C36 DOES have an imprint effect
indeed. BUT,,, needs multiple exposures.
IME Imprint and GOA have a quicker imprint.
Hope this helps.
Spider-mone - May 20, 2017, 4:57 am

(05-19-2017 7:25 PM)V-nice Wrote: &nbsp;Hey guys! Hanging out on Sunday. Those with some
C36 experience...
Would you wear this on a date? I narrowed down my mone choices and I am torn between Swoon,
M3x, and now C36.
Also, anyone notice any imprinting with C36? Thundr?
swoon ... no doubt!!
V-nice - May 20, 2017, 10:08 am

Thanks guys! Yeah my gut feeling so far has been Swoon, as I know how it works already.
But I must say again that the scent of Chamber 36 is intoxicating! Something about the scent
seems very alluring...

Spars - May 20, 2017, 6:45 pm

Honestly V-Nice, it kinda smells like sex to me. More or less like the smell of a girls skin afterward.
May be mixed with a body spray of some kind.
Intoxicating for sure!
Randomguy - May 22, 2017, 2:00 pm

Would you recommend the scent to an 18 year old or should I cover it with something?
BarefootOxford - May 22, 2017, 2:35 pm

(05-22-2017 9:00 AM)Randomguy Wrote: &nbsp;Would you recommend the scent to an 18 year old
or should I cover it with something?
Wear it and report back. If you don't like it, wear a cover scent.
Snoopyace - May 22, 2017, 3:16 pm

(05-22-2017 9:35 AM)BarefootOxford Wrote: &nbsp;Wear it and report back. If you don't like it,
wear a cover scent.
Yup. What he said. I live in a college town and I've discovered that younger women really do dig
the scent (at least on this middle aged Michelin Man). The scent seems to resonate with everyone
I've interacted with, including my bride and she can be very particular about scents.
BigDickBandit420 - May 22, 2017, 5:15 pm

(05-22-2017 9:00 AM)Randomguy Wrote: &nbsp;Would you recommend the scent to an 18 year old
or should I cover it with something?
I'm 24. It's masculine and sexy IMO. I agree with barefoot too.
DrChocolate - May 22, 2017, 10:23 pm

I second all of the above.
+ try many different combinations.
Cover over the app. Under the app. Beside the app. Just after the app before drying. Or a
combination of many.
LieutenantMones - May 23, 2017, 12:14 am

I'm loving chamber 36. Its a bit of an all rounder for me. Status, sexual, good selfies - better than
Titan for me. I'm finding it hard to OD on this and I don't know what the fuss is about the scent, I've
never used a cover and had only compliments on the smell.
DrChocolate - May 23, 2017, 12:15 am

(05-22-2017 7:14 PM)LieutenantMones Wrote: &nbsp;I'm loving chamber 36. Its a bit of an all
rounder for me. Status, sexual, good selfies - better than Titan for me. I'm finding it hard to OD on
this and I don't know what the fuss is about the scent, I've never used a cover and had only
compliments on the smell.

I second this.
BigDickBandit420 - May 23, 2017, 12:26 am

I've used it three times, very casually. It's caught my interest already as something I want to keep
using more and more. I'm already thinking of buying another bottle.
2 6 inch forearm stripes was better 2 3 inch forearm stripes. I'm eager to apply to my neck for

stronger selfies.
Randomguy - May 23, 2017, 12:30 pm

Hey!
Today was the first time using c36 and there's one thing I don't really understand.
I used 3x 6 inches and it smelled nice for me but others couldn't smell it. I asked a few friends and
nobody could smell it, Even if they were very close to me
Snoopyace - May 23, 2017, 12:42 pm

(05-23-2017 7:30 AM)Randomguy Wrote: &nbsp;Hey!
Today was the first time using c36 and there's one thing I don't really understand.
I used 3x 6 inches and it smelled nice for me but others couldn't smell it. I asked a few friends and
nobody could smell it, Even if they were very close to me
That's odd but everyone's chemistry is different. I haven't had any trouble with the sillage from this.
Try shaking the bottle REALLY well before applying?
lost_summertime - May 23, 2017, 1:35 pm

i am wearing this the second day and C36 scent is awesome, especially at the beginning. such a
fresh light musky scent.. i will wear this as a cologne for sure, my girlfriend said she likes how it
smells also.
very successful purchase at last!
Arsenic - May 25, 2017, 12:17 am

Copied from my Journal.

Self effects. 2 words: Calm and Grounded. Confidence goes along with that. The grounded part to
me means that I feel in control of myself and the situation at hand and less likely to lose my cool.
Vibe: High social status. thundr mentioned "upper class scent" on the website description. The vibe
I get with this is that the wearer is of high social standing, has people that report to him (a boss of
sorts) but not in a badass kind of way. More of a "upper class" kind of way. Somebody thats cool,
grounded, has money, is used to people reporting to them, but is cool just hanging out and having a
good time. This is a very different vibe than BW or Alpha Q which have more of a badass dont fuck
with me vibe. With C36, you're a cool guy that people respect, and you gain respect without
intimidation. This mix does not intimidate. Not that I've seen anyway. It has more of a serious vibe at
higher doses however.
When people are 'hit' with this cloud they demonstrate respect and they want to go out of their way
to accommodate you. I have not gotten a sexual hit from this to date.
Hits
1) Guy, probably 20, in my apartment complex office. I sat down next to him waiting for the
manager to help me out. I was moving out. This guy was moving in. Different apartments. He was
WAY TOO HAPPY to see me. Honored, is the word I would use here. He was honored to be in my
presence. He immediately turned to me, hand out stretched to shake my hand, introducing himself.
"Oh wow Arsenic, you're moving out today?? Im SO glad I got to meet you before you moved out!!" I
talked to him a bit about the complex and he turned to the manager and says "WOW, how much are
you paying him??" He was very confused to learn that I didn't work there. This reaction was VERY
over the top.

2) Party with my one fuck buddy. I didnt know the other guys there. 1 other girl. I mostly sat back
and relaxed. Taking it all in. Very tired. The host got massive motor mouth when we were outside.
To the point that he was telling me about his life story, his motives, his inner dialogue. It was like I
hacked this dudes brain. He kept apologizing saying he usually doesnt talk so much. From the
reaction of his friends I could tell that hes not the kind of guy who usually spills like this. Very
unusual. He seemed scared by the end, like he opened up too much, showed weakness or such.
Spider-mone - May 25, 2017, 1:20 am

(05-24-2017 7:17 PM)Arsenic Wrote: &nbsp;Vibe: High social status. thundr mentioned "upper
class scent" on the website description.
actually it says upper class pheromone signature ... not scent. thundr has stated a cover should be
used. I just got mine and I don't mind the scent. kind of like a nice, clean, floral soapy scent.
Arsenic - May 25, 2017, 1:40 am

(05-24-2017 8:20 PM)Spider-mone Wrote: &nbsp;actually it says upper class pheromone signature
... not scent. thundr has stated a cover should be used. I just got mine and I don't mind the scent.
kind of like a nice, clean, floral soapy scent.
Ah you're right, thank you. Upper class pheromone signature.
avi - May 29, 2017, 1:09 pm

My C36 has not arrived yet.
On 05.16 it has departed USPS facility in Jamaica NY.
Usually my order from thundr arrives for 7-8 days to Eastern Europe.
I envy you, nobly of course.

Sent from my G4 LG-H815 using Tapatalk
excalibur - May 30, 2017, 9:44 am

Wore C36 Today to work, initially not very familiar with how the roller ball
works it seem to give two lines in the edges not a one thick line.
I have never used the roller ball before always order in euro dropper
applied about 5 X6 inch lines fore arms and jaw.
This is what I saw after one day of testing
guys are super respectful want to help, They don't challenge you but
at the same time there is no resistance it is as if though they accept the fact
that you are worthy of respect no question about it.
I think initially there was a bit intimidation effect on women maybe the dose
was a bit high, but towards afternoon women were flirty and also super helpful.
I agree with DrChocolate that this has the A314 vibe I have not used the very early versions
but I used the Rev32 early version that came in 2014-2015 a lot loved it it is
much better than the current Rev 32. C36vibe I feel is much closer to the early A314 Rev32.
It has status and I feel a romantic element as well.
Need to test it further, maybe I will transfer to a dropper bottle.

Cheers
DrChocolate - May 30, 2017, 9:57 am

(05-30-2017 4:44 AM)excalibur Wrote: &nbsp;Wore C36 Today to work, initially not very familiar
with how the roller ball
works it seem to give two lines in the edges not a one thick line.
I have never used the roller ball before always order in euro dropper
applied about 5 X6 inch lines fore arms and jaw.
This is what I saw after one day of testing
guys are super respectful want to help, They don't challenge you but
at the same time there is no resistance it is as if though they accept the fact
that you are worthy of respect no question about it.
I think initially there was a bit intimidation effect on women maybe the dose
was a bit high, but towards afternoon women were flirty and also super helpful.
I agree with DrChocolate that this has the A314 vibe I have not used the very early versions
but I used the Rev32 early version that came in 2014-2015 a lot loved it it is
much better than the current Rev 32. C36vibe I feel is much closer to the early A314 Rev32.
It has status and I feel a romantic element as well.
Need to test it further, maybe I will transfer to a dropper bottle.
Cheers
Same here. I love it too. Am glad u like it too. I'd also recommend Androcle's posts of C36 and
Mars82's posts. The results from me end r very similar to theirs and urs. Also SnoopyAce's.
Wait till ya get free stuff from it. Lol. U'll see.
Try shaking the roller bottle while the cap is closed tight. Then while the metal ball is on ur skin, try
turning it upside down, in a way that the liquid is gravity fed. Then swipe 2 6" lines. Am 32 and 2 of
them lines work perfect for me. I usually imagine a 6" subway sub on me hand. That's how much I
use. Lol.
Good luck.
GoergeFocky - May 30, 2017, 10:39 am

Not tested it yet for phero effects, but the fragrance is clearly Ambergris/Ambroxan with the synthetic
Ambroxan dominating.
The Jasmin-Floral aspect of Jasmatone shines through distinctly but adds a nice floral-animalic
touch. Not an "old" scent by any means to me - Ambroxan smells very similar to Iso-E-Super which
most on here do like - easily covered as well with light, fresh citric colognes like I prefer to use.
V-nice - May 30, 2017, 11:56 am

(05-30-2017 4:57 AM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;Same here. I love it too. Am glad u like it too. I'd
also recommend Androcle's posts of C36 and Mars82's posts. The results from me end r very

similar to theirs and urs. Also SnoopyAce's.
Wait till ya get free stuff from it. Lol. U'll see.
Try shaking the roller bottle while the cap is closed tight. Then while the metal ball is on ur skin, try
turning it upside down, in a way that the liquid is gravity fed. Then swipe 2 6" lines. Am 32 and 2 of
them lines work perfect for me. I usually imagine a 6" subway sub on me hand. That's how much I
use. Lol.
Good luck.
You mean like free pussy too? can't wait!!!!!
DrChocolate - May 30, 2017, 12:15 pm

(05-30-2017 6:56 AM)V-nice Wrote: &nbsp;You mean like free pussy too? can't wait!!!!!
Lol. I've paired C36 with Forex and I got free pussy. Lol. Works for me. Lol.
Snoopyace - June 1, 2017, 2:14 pm

Chamber 36 is amazing in court. Standing in front of a judge while wearing Chamber 36 covered
with Aventus oil from The Fragrance Shop. I felt calm, grounded, confident and I had the law on my
side. On top of that, the judge, who started out very short tempered with me very quickly turned into
a respectful and cheerful individual towards me. I hadn't even had the chance to present my side of
the argument and everything was going my way. I love how pheromones work as a wonderful social
lubricant.
Dblr619 - June 1, 2017, 3:09 pm

(06-01-2017 9:14 AM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;Chamber 36 is amazing in court. Standing in front
of a judge while wearing Chamber 36 covered with Aventus oil from The Fragrance Shop. I felt
calm, grounded, confident and I had the law on my side. On top of that, the judge, who started out
very short tempered with me very quickly turned into a respectful and cheerful individual towards
me. I hadn't even had the chance to present my side of the argument and everything was going my
way. I love how pheromones work as a wonderful social lubricant.
EXCELLENT example of the MANY other applications beyond sexual.....righteous Snoop, glad for
your win.
DrChocolate - June 1, 2017, 9:51 pm

Congrats Snoop. Happy for ya.
theLaw - June 1, 2017, 10:10 pm

I appreciate everyone's reviews of Chamber 36, and I look forward to testing it.
Having said that, several members need to clean up their profiles as the "review" threads are
becoming a mess with page-after-page of back-slapping and bloated signatures. If your signature is
consistently larger than your actual post..........time to cut the fat.
People come here for legit mone reviews.......not to read the transcript of a "party-line"
As always.......just my &#36;.02
Arsenic - June 1, 2017, 10:54 pm

After a few hours of wearing, I'm detecting a smell that reminds me of sex and ball sweat. But hey I
thought the initial smell was Geranium so maybe the die-down smells like lylac to other folks

ps775 - June 2, 2017, 1:37 pm

(06-01-2017 5:10 PM)theLaw Wrote: &nbsp;I appreciate everyone's reviews of Chamber 36, and I
look forward to testing it.
Having said that, several members need to clean up their profiles as the "review" threads are
becoming a mess with page-after-page of back-slapping and bloated signatures. If your signature is
consistently larger than your actual post..........time to cut the fat.
People come here for legit mone reviews.......not to read the transcript of a "party-line"
As always.......just my &#36;.02
Not busting balls but your sig is pretty big too!
Thing about sigs is that they make searching very hard. Enter a product name into either the search
function or google and at least half the hits are products in people's sigs rather than actual post
content. The only time I care about what products people own is when they're telling me about their
thoughts experiences with it.
theLaw - June 2, 2017, 1:43 pm

(06-02-2017 8:37 AM)ps775 Wrote: &nbsp;Thing about sigs is that they make searching very hard.
Enter a product name into either the search function or google and at least half the hits are products
in people's sigs rather than actual post content. The only time I care about what products people
own is when they're telling me about their thoughts experiences with it.
Excellent point!!!
I didn't realize that the search function used sigs as well.
Just cleaned mine up. Cheers!
Horizon - June 3, 2017, 7:42 pm

Still don't get the great successes other people seem to get with C36
However, noticed this freebie effect which was often time mentioned.
Tested C36 the last days and every time I have it on poeple seem to have thir urge to give me
something.
Few collegues came with different things like an apple, some candy etc to me as a gift ut of the
random
Also my 2 flatmates shared there food with me and offering me serveral time to get some of theier
sweets or icecream whenever i feel like.
Without C36 this never happened before.
Its really strange, somehow people have this strong urge to give me some "offerings"
V-nice - June 3, 2017, 9:26 pm

(06-03-2017 2:42 PM)Horizon Wrote: &nbsp;Its really strange, somehow people have this strong
urge to give me some "offerings"
Hmmmm. Any pussy offerings??
I sure hope so!
Horizon - June 3, 2017, 10:13 pm

(06-03-2017 4:26 PM)V-nice Wrote: &nbsp;Hmmmm. Any pussy offerings??
I sure hope so!
sadly not
still on the hunt for some mix who does the magic^^

but maybe I didnt reach the full potential of me combined with Pheromones yet
DrChocolate - June 3, 2017, 11:34 pm

(06-03-2017 4:26 PM)V-nice Wrote: &nbsp;Hmmmm. Any pussy offerings??
I sure hope so!
Lol. I know u're messing around in this post. But outta curiosity, what were the products that got ya
free pussy? New and old please? And dosages please? Thanks in advance V.
V-nice - June 4, 2017, 12:15 am

(06-03-2017 6:34 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;Lol. I know u're messing around in this post. But
outta curiosity, what were the products that got ya free pussy? New and old please? And dosages
please? Thanks in advance V.
Hey my friend!
Yes, but the most invites/opportunities? The best for me at this is M3x! Nothing has come close in
the amount of "offerings".
Swoon is kicking butt as well!
Meaning the women I've exposed to either, can I hit'em up right now and make some
"arrangements"? Absolutely!
So yeah, I'm kind of messing around but not really. I notice when there's heightened flirting by the
women, my success is also heightened. It's simple for me and pheromones... If I flirt and they flirt
back, done deal!
This and more is what I'm looking for. That's why I ask.
DrChocolate - June 4, 2017, 12:25 am

(06-03-2017 7:15 PM)V-nice Wrote: &nbsp;Hey my friend!
Yes, but the most invites/opportunities? The best for me at this is M3x! Nothing has come close in
the amount of "offerings".
Swoon is kicking butt as well!
Meaning the women I've exposed to either, can I hit'em up right now and make some
"arrangements"? Absolutely!
So yeah, I'm kind of messing around but not really. I notice when there's heightened flirting by the
women, my success is also heightened. It's simple for me and pheromones... If I flirt and they flirt
back, done deal!
This and more is what I'm looking for. That's why I ask.
Thanks V. Repping ya now.
I agree with ya on swoon and M3X.
Have ya tried C36 yet? I forgot to mention earlier. Try ur old mag test on C36. Cos I did something
similar indoors, and I was able to get the same attention u're talking about. Couldn't escalate with
her at the time, cos she had to leave, but in that tiny little interaction I had with her while we were in
line, I could see the potential. She wasn't the petite type am into, but wasn't the chubby type either.
The glow, the pupil dilation and her smile had me thinking it's defo possible to escalate but. At least
get her number. But it was a busy moment.

V-nice - June 4, 2017, 9:52 am

(06-03-2017 7:25 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;Thanks V. Repping ya now.
I agree with ya on swoon and M3X.
Have ya tried C36 yet? I forgot to mention earlier. Try ur old mag test on C36. Cos I did something
similar indoors, and I was able to get the same attention u're talking about. Couldn't escalate with
her at the time, cos she had to leave, but in that tiny little interaction I had with her while we were in
line, I could see the potential. She wasn't the petite type am into, but wasn't the chubby type either.
The glow, the pupil dilation and her smile had me thinking it's defo possible to escalate but. At least
get her number. But it was a busy moment.
Wow! That's awesome! And Thank you! No I haven't noticed too much yet, wore C36 just twice
since receiving. But quite honestly, the past week was soooooo busy for me that I didn't pay much
attention nor did I reflect on any good happenings...
So didn't get any invites, but made a ton of money. Now that I have a little break, I'm excited!
How's everyone else's experience with C36 going? So far?
Please share! Thanks!
LieutenantMones - June 7, 2017, 4:25 pm

I've got one more app's worth left then I'll make a full report. I've tried combo-ing with 2 drops TUSC
twice now and I'm sure that's a winning formula.
DarkLord1 - June 7, 2017, 5:20 pm

I've tried Chamber 36 and it smells light and musky to me so I cover it....
Wearing 2 quarter size amounts to 3 inch strips of it. Feels upbeat....I get positive, playful
responses from people.
No freebies, as of yet....I would say that I get acknowledgement from people....especially older
people. You know how most people just walk around in a daze like state....I get acknowledged.
No attraction that I can tell....Not as in your face type responses as I thought, so far.
I'll keep playing with it.
Spider-mone - June 7, 2017, 6:05 pm

(06-07-2017 12:20 PM)DarkLord1 Wrote: &nbsp;Wearing 2 quarter size amounts to 3 inch strips of
it. Feels upbeat....I get positive, playful responses from people.
same here. there's a girl in her 20s that I play sports with and when I wear this she seems to pay
more attention to me. every time I say something even when I'm talking to someone else, she
comes into the conversation and comments on what I just said. also when I'm talking with her she
holds her stare on me after we're finished talking. it's strange. I always have to look away first.
I also seem to get more respect from people who are older than me. I haven't seen any intimidation
yet
V-nice - June 7, 2017, 6:15 pm

(06-07-2017 1:05 PM)Spider-mone Wrote: &nbsp;same here. there's a girl in her 20s that I play
sports with and when I wear this she seems to pay more attention to me. every time I say something
even when I'm talking to someone else, she comes into the conversation and comments on what I
just said. also when I'm talking with her she holds her stare on me after we're finished talking. it's

strange. I always have to look away first.
I also seem to get more respect from people who are older than me. I haven't seen any intimidation
yet
Haha! I used to get that a lot with the Scent of Eros!
One of the main things you do when reviewing a blend, and I always do, is you put coincidence
away.
Meaning if something keeps happening with a specific blend on, it's no longer coincidence. The first
few times, whatever. But if it keeps happening, it's the blend my friends.
I'm not writing a review right now but one of the things I like about C36 so far is the projection of the
aura. No one can tell me it doesn't have quite an aura! Your presence has people at attention! I love
this! Because I'm a big fan of attention grabbers.
I'm like smacking people in the face (not literally) when I walk by. Notice this from guys and gals. I
notice this from the past week, and now, my 4th time wearing C36, still happening.
While walking with a friend of mine, there was a nice looking lady looking walking towards us.
Looking straight at me like I was eye candy, to the point that my friend had to say, "you see the way
that lady was looking at you? Do you know her?" I said no, I don't know her from a hole in the wall.
And yes, I saw...
Mind you, this same "look" has happened recently, again and again by other females, different
places, in just limited use.
I love when a blend has that aura. This is a good sign so far.
Spider-mone - June 7, 2017, 6:19 pm

(06-07-2017 1:15 PM)V-nice Wrote: &nbsp;Your presence has people at attention! I love this!
Because I'm a big fan of attention grabbers.
.
I think this is what I'm seeing as well. more testing required of course but I like what I see so far.
DrChocolate - June 7, 2017, 10:01 pm

Agree with the posts so far. It's a massive attention grabber.
Am an attention whore and I admit it. May be C36 is it. "Attention in a bottle"
Am always the smiley guy. I always smile, so may be that's why people give me freebies. Lol. Idk.
But I second all the posts so far. The results from me end're the same and replicated on C36.
Black Machismo - June 8, 2017, 6:39 pm

Would yall wear C36 on a job interview?
Snoopyace - June 8, 2017, 6:57 pm

(06-08-2017 1:39 PM)AnthonyJFranks Wrote: &nbsp;Would yall wear C36 on a job interview?
Yes. Positively. Absolutely. It really is very good at presenting a certain status where it is implied
that you are a competent individual. Either Captain or C36 would work very well in my opinion.
Although I do have to give the edge to C36 because it just smells fantastic to my nose.
DarkLord1 - June 8, 2017, 6:58 pm

(06-08-2017 1:39 PM)AnthonyJFranks Wrote: &nbsp;Would yall wear C36 on a job interview?
At this point, I would not. Of course it depends on the job, but I would wear Core or Orbital or

Instant Gentleman.
I think that it takes a little longer to understand a product and the dosing, for me, is tricky just
starting out.
V-nice - June 8, 2017, 7:15 pm

From what I've noticed so far, it's a definite YES, I would use for an interview. That's what I'm finding
so profound, is the status as Snoopyace stated. I'm wearing right now and I love the way I'm being
treated and gazed upon. Just in limited use, the status to me kicks AV butt! Also, by the fact that it's
not intimidating as...
And yes, I can't say enough about that scent that I don't even cover sometimes.
ps775 - June 17, 2017, 12:57 am

(06-07-2017 11:25 AM)LieutenantMones Wrote: &nbsp;I've got one more app's worth left then I'll
make a full report. I've tried combo-ing with 2 drops TUSC twice now and I'm sure that's a winning
formula.
Did you stick with this combo? If so, how did it work out for you?
LieutenantMones - June 17, 2017, 7:30 am

(06-16-2017 7:57 PM)ps775 Wrote: &nbsp;Did you stick with this combo? If so, how did it work out
for you?
I still haven't used that last app yet, I've been playing with my swoon too much. Was going to try
swoon + C36 but if you want me to combo with Tusc again I don't mind
I'll let you know when I pull the mix out again.
ps775 - June 17, 2017, 8:09 am

(06-17-2017 2:30 AM)LieutenantMones Wrote: &nbsp;I still haven't used that last app yet, I've been
playing with my swoon too much. Was going to try swoon + C36 but if you want me to combo with
Tusc again I don't mind
I'll let you know when I pull the mix out again.
Whatever you please!
I'm wearing the mix right now in fact, spiked with a bit of copulins at my waistline
LieutenantMones - June 17, 2017, 4:42 pm

(06-17-2017 3:09 AM)ps775 Wrote: &nbsp;Whatever you please!
I'm wearing the mix right now in fact, spiked with a bit of copulins at my waistline
How's that treating you? you finding friendly respect with an edge and smoother conversations? I
haven't tried it with cops yet as I don't have any solo cops lol I'm still building my collection.
Spars - June 17, 2017, 8:06 pm

Hit report:
Taking a break from AQ. Thorough hydro period scrub this morning.
2 6 inch runs on the inside of each of my forearms.
Location: blood drive.
Target: Transylvanian flobotomist.
Early 20s

I mentioned that I've donated blood many times before with different blood donor companies. So I
know what's going to happen, and have noticed mild inconsistencies between different procedures.
She must've told me 5 times that she was going to put the needle in until she actually did. While
scoping out what vein to jab, (which I pointed out to her but she had to confirm) she put my hand
into her arm pit. She left the cuff on to prepare paperwork. I mentioned how uncomfortable it was
and she overly apologized numerous times. After stabbing me, I felt a mild vibration in the line. This
was new to me and I mentioned it to her, with a suggestion on how to anchor it. Told her I would
only be there for about 4.5 minutes until the bag was full. She laughed and accused me of not liking
her, because she was prepared to stand there holding the line until I was done. After I was done
bleeding, I asked her if she was open to criticism. She shrugged, rolled her head and said go for it. I
told her that asking or telling me 5 times that she was getting ready to stick the needle was a little
much. I suggested she asked me once, and leave it at that. I explained to her that it brings too much
emotion into the situation for a newer donor if you ask any more times than once. She went dead
silent and gave negative body language. I said that she did a good job otherwise and she lightened
up a little bit. Finally, she asked me what to drink and I immediately started shaking my head no.
She said I needed to take some water. Then she said I needed to take a snack. And I told her no,
definitely not. She didn't like that either. After getting my bandaid, I just left.
Probably not apparent by my story, but she started out finding me interesting and ended with a
stronger emotion, although negative. With guidance and in a more comfortable situation, I see the
potential to make this mix polarizing, if nothing else.
ppHamelin - June 17, 2017, 11:15 pm

Had a chance to give this a try today. Asked for bulb dropper but still got the roller, oh well.
2-3 2 inches strips on left and right side of the neck. Temperature around 92 outside.
Didn't notice much at first but this builds confidence silently (like the kind you get from Dirty
Primitive). And gosh, convo was smooth, I might wear it just for this self effect alone. It also doesn't
jam up your brain like what I'm getting from Wolf.
There's mild respect on this but the respect is not a celebrity respect or CEO respect or status
respect more like 'honored' or intellectual respect. Like say someone is a beginner at something and
they get to chat with someone at the top of the field, they'd feel honored. That kind of respect.
Doesn't seem to be a sexy/attraction mone but could potentially be steered there with all the suave
sweet nothings. Anyways, will play around with it a bit more but I'm liking it so far, feels so natural to
me.
ps775 - June 18, 2017, 2:26 am

(06-17-2017 11:42 AM)LieutenantMones Wrote: &nbsp;How's that treating you? you finding
friendly respect with an edge and smoother conversations? I haven't tried it with cops yet as I don't
have any solo cops lol I'm still building my collection.
It was smooth with lots of smiles and eye contact. But obviously I can only speak for the combo as I
don't have a proper handle on each individually yet. It was partially to use the C36 scent to mask the
unscented TUSC. TUSC was 2 drops mainly to neck, C36 was 2-3 6" stripes in total to neck with
reapplication every 2-3 hours.
V-nice - June 21, 2017, 8:04 pm

Sorry I don't keep a journal guys and gals, but I just kind of write my experiences in the review
threads.
Flirted with a white skinned Indian woman.Â
In her culture they are very respectful towards their man and let them take the lead. We know this

but of course, I literally asked her about it as well, just making conversation.
With C36, let's just say it felt like I had this lead. She would blush immensely, as she turned her
head away and smiled, like a little school girl, everytime I would flirt. She would do this often, as I
flirted. She wouldn't make too much eye contact when I told her something, but mostly keeping her
head down, nodding and smiling all the while. It's as if I was her master! I notice this in many Indian
couples, but when she was treating me in this way, as if I were some sort of dominant, it was such a
fucking turn on!
This lady fed me in the short time together, and even opted to take my number, as she's having a
family dinner soon and I'm invited.
It would appear that the stature that I omit while wearing C36 was very very welcomed by her and
her family with high regards.
About 8 inches total, C36
kalpan56 - June 22, 2017, 3:34 am

@V-nice:
I got a similar hit from a girl. I didn't categorize as a hit. The test was on one person only. I wish to
test it on more girls to conclude. Thanks.
DarkLord1 - July 1, 2017, 12:08 am

Having a hard time conquering c36....Natural effects....Friendliness....people approach me.
Can't see any attraction. I wear two 3 inch stripes with a light cover. Social....mild respect, but not
fear based respect.
Effects seem very mild to me.
DrChocolate - July 1, 2017, 12:19 am

(06-30-2017 7:08 PM)DarkLord1 Wrote: &nbsp;Having a hard time conquering c36....Natural
effects....Friendliness....people approach me.
Can't see any attraction. I wear two 3 inch stripes with a light cover. Social....mild respect, but not
fear based respect.
Effects seem very mild to me.

Try increasing the dose.
V-nice - July 1, 2017, 12:21 am

(06-30-2017 7:08 PM)DarkLord1 Wrote: &nbsp;Having a hard time conquering c36....Natural
effects....Friendliness....people approach me.
Can't see any attraction. I wear two 3 inch stripes with a light cover. Social....mild respect, but not
fear based respect.
Effects seem very mild to me.
I have to agree. Aside from the attention, and respect (its main asset I'd say). There's minimal
attraction. So the that's what I'm missing for me. The status and respect is good, but I was really

expecting more from this.
I notice the difference when flirting. (06-30-2017 7:19 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;Try
increasing the dose.
Just saying, he shouldn't have to. I think it is what it is. It's more status and respect in a bottle in my
opinion.
Snoopyace - July 1, 2017, 12:50 am

(06-30-2017 7:21 PM)V-nice Wrote: &nbsp;Try increasing the dose.
Just saying, he shouldn't have to. I think it is what it is. It's more status and respect in a bottle in my
opinion.
[/quote]
I've seen some attraction when wearing this but yes, it has always felt more like women being
attracted to the power vibe that this presents and not turned on by the phero sig with regards to me
being that sexy.
V-nice - July 1, 2017, 2:49 am

(06-30-2017 7:50 PM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;Just saying, he shouldn't have to. I think it is what it
is. It's more status and respect in a bottle in my opinion.
I've seen some attraction when wearing this but yes, it has always felt more like women being
attracted to the power vibe that this presents and not turned on by the phero sig with regards to me
being that sexy.
[/quote]
On the money! We would have to use that strength to our advantage. Definitely seems you'll "have
your way" with C36. I guess I'm trying to see just how MUCH I can have...
Mars82 - July 1, 2017, 5:05 am

Hey guys. Do you know of any perfume or edt scents that are similar to Chamber 36, and SexMag?
DrChocolate - July 1, 2017, 5:29 am

(07-01-2017 12:05 AM)Mars82 Wrote: &nbsp;Hey guys. Do you know of any perfume or edt scents
that are similar to Chamber 36, and SexMag?

Not sure about C36 but sex magnet smells very similar to totem deer from lplm. To me it's very
similar. But slightly different under tones.
Hope this helps.
DarkLord1 - July 1, 2017, 6:30 am

(06-30-2017 7:19 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;Try increasing the dose.
It's a small vial and small doses have worked for me with every other pheromone blend that I use.
My wife can smell it and calls me whale poop....she both likes and dislikes the smell.
My kids like the smell too. When I wear Solomon's Attar, I get a very laid back, relaxed feeling.
People around me do too.
With C36, I don't feel self effects at all. I will keep trying it to see how it plays for me.
DrChocolate - July 1, 2017, 6:42 am

(07-01-2017 1:30 AM)DarkLord1 Wrote: &nbsp;My wife can smell it and calls me whale poop....she
both likes and dislikes the smell.
Wow. She's got a sharp sense of smell. That's very rare. Does she know there's ambergris in it, or
did she pick it all by herself? If she did, That's amazing. I haven't been told that yet from me targets.
(07-01-2017 1:30 AM)DarkLord1 Wrote: &nbsp;My kids like the smell too. When I wear Solomon's
Attar, I get a very laid back, relaxed feeling. People around me do too.
With C36, I don't feel self effects at all. I will keep trying it to see how it plays for me.
Off topic. But I have to second this. Solomon's Attar give me the same effect as well as others.
I didn't notice the selfies of C36 either at first. BUT u'll see.
DarkLord1 - July 4, 2017, 3:43 am

(07-01-2017 1:42 AM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;Wow. She's got a sharp sense of smell. That's
very rare. Does she know there's ambergris in it, or did she pick it all by herself? If she did, That's
amazing. I haven't been told that yet from me targets.
(07-01-2017 1:30 AM)DarkLord1 Wrote: &nbsp;My kids like the smell too. When I wear Solomon's
Attar, I get a very laid back, relaxed feeling. People around me do too.
With C36, I don't feel self effects at all. I will keep trying it to see how it plays for me.
Off topic. But I have to second this. Solomon's Attar give me the same effect as well as others.
I didn't notice the selfies of C36 either at first. BUT u'll see.
I did not tell her that this has Ambergris in it, but she knows that Solomon's Attar has it and so she
has smelled ambergris that way. Again, she likes and dislikes the smell.
Her nose is very sensitive. She says that I stink when I wear a heavy Androsterone mix, but she
wants to cuddle.
She can smell copulins big time too. I put some on her and didn't feel any different. She was pissed
about the smell and asked "why do you want to smell like pussy, again?"
I can see how c36 helps with cold approaches....Still working on teasing out more.
kalpan56 - July 6, 2017, 6:29 am

Positive Qualities of CMB 36
Customer service: This is the best mone in getting customer service. Up to the mark of A314 and
titan.
Feel good factor: People feel good around you. They are open and friendly. A fun mone. Similar to
many other feel good mones. Man and woman will light up around you. They will be happy. Just
smile a little. Expect people to laugh and be happy around you.
Wow Factor: People feel impressed about you. They wish to know you more and talk to you more.
They treat you like a celebrity.
Status: Ten out of ten on this. My status was up to the mark. People treated you as upper class. No
doubt about this. People will start doing things for you.

Respect: Ten out of ten. People will give you respect without asking. You will become the most
respected man in the room.
Intimidation: Super duper low at high dosage. People will never run away from you. Feel free to talk
to anyone.
Negative part:
Longevity is super duper low. I cannot get 2-hour worth use in hot weather. It burns off way quickly.
Well, distance is not as per apex expectation. Hits only with 5-7 foot radius outside.
The dressing is an issue too. I have a strong feeling about it's not going to give great results
wearing poor man's cloth. I did it and regretted my decision. Well, a test is a test. Wear formals or
semi casuals for best results.
No attention-grabbing in public in India. Nobody turns their faces to look at me. Though, it has quite
an aura when sitting next to someone in the range of 4 to 5 feet. Well, this might be better suited for
English speaking countries.
Conclusion:
I will rebuy CMB 36. This mix doesn't beat top 2 mones of mine. It has come up to 3rd position.
I wish to compare this with Androtics highly rated status mone in the past. It is not fair. Androtics
doesn't sell the original version. It doesn't make sense. It comes close to the reaction. People
looking for a replacement can give CMB 36 a try.
Disclaimer: This is my personal view. Please do your research before buying any product. I am not
responsible any hole in your pocket. (For fun)
GoergeFocky - July 6, 2017, 9:19 am

Very nice review, kalpan, thanks.
A product that is inducing high-status, fascination and friendlieness while not being intimidating
would be a new one on the market.
I reserve me judgement on C36 for the time being becuase I've got contradictory reactions so far.
One thing is certain: It makes me tired every time in small. Exactly the effect I get from every product
containing -Etrione. Now Apex does not state that C36 contains -Etrione, but they put it in many
other products- Maybe it is in here as well, maybe not. But it tires me.
DrChocolate - July 6, 2017, 1:15 pm

(07-06-2017 4:19 AM)GoergeFocky Wrote: &nbsp;Very nice review, kalpan, thanks.
A product that is inducing high-status, fascination and friendlieness while not being intimidating
would be a new one on the market.
I reserve me judgement on C36 for the time being becuase I've got contradictory reactions so far.
One thing is certain: It makes me tired every time in small. Exactly the effect I get from every product
containing -Etrione. Now Apex does not state that C36 contains -Etrione, but they put it in many
other products- Maybe it is in here as well, maybe not. But it tires me.

Oh true? It's the other way around for me. Weird. I guess different products work different ways to
different wearers. I get an upbeat feeling from C36.
I do get the mellow relaxed feeling from Solomons Attar. But not C36. Sorry. Not trying to be
opposite or whatnot George. But I thought I should mention it.
GoergeFocky - July 6, 2017, 7:51 pm

(07-06-2017 8:15 AM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;Oh true? It's the other way around for me. Weird.
I guess different products work different ways to different wearers. I get an upbeat feeling from C36.

I do get the mellow relaxed feeling from Solomons Attar. But not C36. Sorry. Not trying to be
opposite or whatnot George. But I thought I should mention it.
No Problem at all, you're right and that is a point any phero user will get some day: Mones work
differently on different people. They modify your biochem, and depending on what's th state of your
"system", they'll affect us differently.
Opposite actions are not that surprising actually - there are a number of endogenous substances
that can have opposite actions, depending on dose and physiological context especially hormones,
steroids and transmitters.
Jimmycrack - July 7, 2017, 3:14 am

(07-06-2017 2:51 PM)GoergeFocky Wrote: &nbsp;No Problem at all, you're right and that is a point
any phero user will get some day: Mones work differently on different people. They modify your
biochem, and depending on what's th state of your "system", they'll affect us differently.
Opposite actions are not that surprising actually - there are a number of endogenous substances
that can have opposite actions, depending on dose and physiological context especially hormones,
steroids and transmitters.
GF - what does the scent smell like to you? How noticeable is it? Just curious....
And do you detect a smell from etrione - have you solo'd it?
Mars82 - July 7, 2017, 3:39 am

(07-06-2017 1:29 AM)kalpan56 Wrote: &nbsp;Longevity is super duper low. I cannot get 2-hour
worth use in hot weather. It burns off way quickly. Well, distance is not as per apex expectation. Hits
only with 5-7 foot radius outside.
Thanks for the review kalpan56.
I also notice that the projection of Chamber 36 is about 2 meters. However, I prefer it this way so
that targets try to get closer.
As to the longevity, I suggest that you put on a light film of moisturizing lotion (or wash using
moisturizing soap prior to application). I notice that this improves longevity to around 4 hours on a
hot day when I'm perspiring. Projection might be a bit shorter (about 1.5 meters) though. I usually
reapply after 6 hours without removing the previous app.
kalpan56 - July 7, 2017, 4:45 am

@george,
I can understand. Mones work differently on different people.
@Mars82,

Thanks for the suggestion. I will look into them.
GoergeFocky - July 7, 2017, 9:32 am

(07-06-2017 10:14 PM)Jimmycrack Wrote: &nbsp;GF - what does the scent smell like to you? How
noticeable is it? Just curious....
And do you detect a smell from etrione - have you solo'd it?
I smell predominantly of Ambroxan. A jasminic, heady floral note is also noticeable. Thundr
revealed he also put Jasmatone in there.
A slight animalic note to it, that's probably the mones and ambergris all meshed up, but I'm not
good at detecting mones smell-wise.
I can detect P86 in Androtics stuff when it is mixed with neroli, but -Etrione alone I don't think I can
perceive. As said, I don't know if it is in C36 or not. But I also noticed a beautifying effect fom C36
when looking into the mirror.
Macro - July 8, 2017, 7:27 am

Is anyone else super talkative with C36 on? Especially after a few pints.
BarefootOxford - July 8, 2017, 2:19 pm

(07-08-2017 2:27 AM)Macro Wrote: &nbsp;Is anyone else super talkative with C36 on? Especially
after a few pints.
I haven't noticed this.
Snoopyace - July 8, 2017, 9:19 pm

(07-08-2017 2:27 AM)Macro Wrote: &nbsp;Is anyone else super talkative with C36 on? Especially
after a few pints.
I think I reported on that a while ago somewhere on this thread. Yes, I have noticed that.
Mars82 - July 10, 2017, 8:24 am

(07-08-2017 2:27 AM)Macro Wrote: &nbsp;Is anyone else super talkative with C36 on? Especially
after a few pints.
I am, even if I don't drink. I'm an occasional drinker so I'm sober almost all the time.
Mars82 - July 18, 2017, 5:48 am

If any of you guys are interested, try putting on 6-8 inches of Chamber 36 on your forearms and a
dab each of Sex Magnet behind each ear. I'm interested in your findings. I'll post my review after I
have a definitive take on the combo.
Lucent - July 19, 2017, 1:07 am

Okay so I thought I'd throw my recommendation in for this product. I absolutely love Chamber 36,
from the almost instantaneous pull it has on people to the heavenly smell. Unfortunately for me I lost
my bottle at a Mongolian restaurant today but I just put in a order for two more bottles. My only gripe
about this product is the longevity which honestly isn't that bad but it comes no where near
PheromoneXS or LAL longevity. Otherwise this is a solid product and one I feel is worthy of Apex
mainstream line.
Side note: I was wearing Chamber 36 3-4 inches doubled up on each side of neck, about 7 inches
on each arm and one rotational swirl on each side of temples (covered with Chrome) today as I
closed the deal on a relationship with a girl I've been talking to for a while who's been dodging my
calls and flaking on me constantly, but I got her to come out today and was wearing Chamber 36

next thing I know I'm making out with her in her car and I asked her out she said of course. After
saying goodbye 3 times and kissing out of the way she drove out and said "see you later babe" with
a big cheesy smile.
DrChocolate - July 19, 2017, 2:37 am

(07-18-2017 8:07 PM)Lucent Wrote: &nbsp;Okay so I thought I'd throw my recommendation in for
this product. I absolutely love Chamber 36, from the almost instantaneous pull it has on people to
the heavenly smell. Unfortunately for me I lost my bottle at a Mongolian restaurant today but I just
put in a order for two more bottles. My only gripe about this product is the longevity which honestly
isn't that bad but it comes no where near PheromoneXS or LAL longevity. Otherwise this is a solid
product and one I feel is worthy of Apex mainstream line.
Side note: I was wearing Chamber 36 3-4 inches doubled up on each side of neck, about 7 inches
on each arm and one rotational swirl on each side of temples (covered with Chrome) today as I
closed the deal on a relationship with a girl I've been talking to for a while who's been dodging my
calls and flaking on me constantly, but I got her to come out today and was wearing Chamber 36
next thing I know I'm making out with her in her car and I asked her out she said of course. After
saying goodbye 3 times and kissing out of the way she drove out and said "see you later babe" with
a big cheesy smile.

+1. Agree with ya on c36
DtheGreek - July 23, 2017, 12:22 am

This style of review is phenomenal Do you have others like these available to read? If so, are they
scattered or all in one place.
BigDickBandit420 - July 23, 2017, 12:59 am

(07-22-2017 7:22 PM)DtheGreek Wrote: &nbsp;This style of review is phenomenal Do you have
others like these available to read? If so, are they scattered or all in one place.
Who are you addressing that to?
It's likely in this users journal, and scattered among their post count.
dsouza - July 24, 2017, 12:47 pm

Looks like I've joined the C36 choir ... excited!
DtheGreek - July 24, 2017, 2:47 pm

I was Addressing to Androcles. Sorry I hit reply on his earlier post that had the graphic.
(07-22-2017 7:59 PM)BigDickBandit420 Wrote: &nbsp;Who are you addressing that to?
It's likely in this users journal, and scattered among their post count.
BigDickBandit420 - July 24, 2017, 3:51 pm

(07-24-2017 9:47 AM)DtheGreek Wrote: &nbsp;I was Addressing to Androcles. Sorry I hit reply on
his earlier post that had the graphic.
His journal has a lot more of those.
Blacky Chan - July 24, 2017, 7:49 pm

One of my neighbors was nice enough to steal my c36, guess I'll have to file a claim with usps
dsouza - July 24, 2017, 7:52 pm

(07-24-2017 2:49 PM)Blacky Chan Wrote: &nbsp;One of my neighbors was nice enough to steal
my c36, guess I'll have to file a claim with usps
I'm here with your citation: thou shall never tell your best friends or neighbours about your
pheromone hobby. It only increases your competition!
Don't less me catch your breaking one of the ten pheromone commandments again!
BigDickBandit420 - July 24, 2017, 11:12 pm

Does anyone else feel the need to change the way they speak when wearing c36 solo? Feel like i
need to change my speech pattern and pace. Like people are surprised. I'd say people don't
understand what I'm saying but after a few seconds their response show s me they're fully aware of
what I said.They look kind of bewildered.
2 small rolls on my neck and spread around the neck.
Went to the post office today. Put my stuff on the counter and walked away to get a padded
envelope. A guy came up in front of me and took my spot in line ahead of me. I didn't think much of
it. A woman walked up behind me as I was applying the labels to the envelope and she said in the
most sincere and respectful manner "were you here". The guy also said "I think you were ahead of
me too" in the kindest, most respectful ad sincere manner and patted my shoulder as I moved
ahead in line.
As I walked out I saw a guy with his hands full of packages so I held the door open. The guy who
patted my shoulder walked out first and said "what a nice guy" shaking his head in approval
It felt like everyone was on my team wanting me to take the win in that experience.
Blacky Chan - July 24, 2017, 11:26 pm

(07-24-2017 2:52 PM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;I'm here with your citation: thou shall never tell your
best friends or neighbours about your pheromone hobby. It only increases your competition!
Don't less me catch your breaking one of the ten pheromone commandments again!
I didn't tell them, they're just scumbags who decided to steal my package while it was sitting
outside.
kalpan56 - July 25, 2017, 6:47 am

Hi Bandit,
It is a mesmerizing effect on them. People are startled when talking to you. This is common with
TUSC and Chamber 36 for me. They will see you for few minutes and try to gallop in your aura.
Look at them for 30 sec after saying a word or speaking few lines. This will solve the issue. You
cannot be quick.
By the way, this is the similar to celebrity effect. It happens with other mones too. Though, with Cmb
36, it is very prominent. Took some time to understand this effect. It is good.
For the other members, this effect is not very high compared to other mones. The difference was
friendliness. People were friendly everywhere. They were willing to help and listen to my issues.
Now, I have a grip on CMB 36. For me, it is best suited for travelling and meeting new people
compared to family and friends.
Thanks.

dsouza - July 25, 2017, 7:05 am

So from what I read C36 is more of an alpha formula... Does anyone have problems using it as
DAILY wear?
Mars82 - July 25, 2017, 8:24 am

(07-25-2017 2:05 AM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;So from what I read C36 is more of an alpha formula...
Does anyone have problems using it as DAILY wear?
No problems. Used it daily until my first bottle ran out. I'm now on my second bottle. Trying out
combos in between daily solo uses.
DrChocolate - July 25, 2017, 8:33 am

(07-25-2017 2:05 AM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;So from what I read C36 is more of an alpha formula...
Does anyone have problems using it as DAILY wear?

Max amount of days I've used was 3 days consecutive. And I haven't noticed any negative effects
in those 3 days.
avi - July 25, 2017, 11:12 am

I used Chamber 36 for a week everyday without any negative effects.
Respect and friendliness or maybe
friendliness and respect. ;)
Also I tried C36 with SexMagnet combo many times and I loved this combo.
The women was very very friendly, receptive some of them mesmerized. They always smiles and
had long eye contact. Almost all ages.
They touching me without hesitation, I'm touching them without resistance...
About 6" on the left side and 6" on the right side of the neck C36.
And 2 circles/spots behind the ears SexMagnet.
Sent from my G4 LG-H815 using Tapatalk
Spider-mone - July 25, 2017, 2:38 pm

(07-25-2017 2:05 AM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;So from what I read C36 is more of an alpha formula...
Does anyone have problems using it as DAILY wear?
I wouldn't say this is an alpha like everyone thinks of alpha.... at least not for me. Most people seem
to want intimidation. .. I don't get intimidation from c36. This is friendly, celebrity, i can't believe he's
talking to me type of alphaness. Everyone seems to be overly friendly when I wear this. But not in a
beta type of way. I don't feel beta when wearing this like I do sometimes when wearing wolf. For
me.... c36 is almost what wolf should have been. Actually now that I think about it ... I wonder how a
wolf c36 combo might pair.
greengrenade - July 25, 2017, 6:53 pm

James Bond in a bottle.
I noticed if I dont shake the bottle before applying, the scent would be slighly stronger.
really dig it, apply it to your upper lip for a good pleasure.

If you

dsouza - July 26, 2017, 12:06 am

A celebrity VIP vibe without intimidation or betaness. Kinda like a Hollywood actor as opposed to a
trump? How many people think it would pair well with a sexual?
I get the impression c36 isn't high none on its own!

I can't wait to do my own testing. It should be arriving soon
Mars82 - July 26, 2017, 2:20 am

(07-25-2017 7:06 PM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;A celebrity VIP vibe without intimidation or betaness.
Kinda like a Hollywood actor as opposed to a trump? How many people think it would pair well with
a sexual?
I get the impression c36 isn't high none on its own!
I can't wait to do my own testing. It should be arriving soon
After you get a handle on C36, try pairing it with 2 dabs of Sex Magnet. Avi and I have almost
similar experiences, although for me, the "aggressiveness" of SM is toned down a bit, but in a good
way.
I don't know if I can explain it properly, but in my experience, Sex Magnet solo is "sexual" while
SexMag+C36 is "sensual", if this comparison makes some kind of sense.
MMM - July 26, 2017, 3:13 am

(07-25-2017 9:20 PM)Mars82 Wrote: &nbsp;After you get a handle on C36, try pairing it with 2 dabs
of Sex Magnet. Avi and I have almost similar experiences, although for me, the "aggressiveness" of
SM is toned down a bit, but in a good way.
I don't know if I can explain it properly, but in my experience, Sex Magnet solo is "sexual" while
SexMag+C36 is "sensual", if this comparison makes some kind of sense.
I've been waiting on your report, Mars82. Don't make me tell on you!!! You know I have no problem
snitching!
And how are you dabbing these days?
Mucho thanks!
BigDickBandit420 - July 26, 2017, 3:18 am

Wearing it solo right now and I'm getting a feeling where people feel like I can do them no wrong. It's
taking some getting used to. They see me as harmless.
I wore more then yesterday and am not getting that bewildered effect.
DssMaster - July 26, 2017, 3:34 am

Would like to see what a combo of Chamber 36 and Swoon would be like, for those members that
have them both...
BigDickBandit420 - July 26, 2017, 3:37 am

(07-25-2017 10:34 PM)DssMaster Wrote: &nbsp;Would like to see what a combo of Chamber 36
and Swoon would be like, for those members that have them both...
I have posted about this combo in my journal in the last month.
3 drops swoon and 2 inches c36 was intimidating. Otherwise it was synergistic but positive aspects
of both were lost to arrive at a sum that's greater then either two solo. Swoon was less social. C36
was less alpha dominant and do no wrong.
Mars82 - July 26, 2017, 3:48 am

(07-25-2017 10:13 PM)MMM Wrote: &nbsp;I've been waiting on your report, Mars82. Don't make
me tell on you!!! You know I have no problem snitching!

And how are you dabbing these days?
Mucho thanks!
The report is in my journal mate. Head over there and tell me what you think. :-)
Right now, I am on my first day of C36+Manimal 2 using the sample that thundr gave me. I will
report in due time.
DssMaster - July 26, 2017, 3:59 am

@ BigDickBandit420:
Wow, would had never thought that you could get intimidation from that combo. Could be that
maybe you're seen as "way out of their league" from the high status celebrity vibe this combo is
projecting. If you don't mind sharing, what were the age ranges from those you felt were
intimidated? And were they strangers you tried cold approaching with this combo, or people you
already knew, like friends/family? Did you tried approaching them with a friendly smile?
Lucent - July 26, 2017, 6:26 pm

So I just checked the Apex website apparently Chamber 36 is out of stock. Does anyone know if
Thundr plans on bringing this back hopefully to the his main product line? Just curious if I should be
holding on to my bottles like liquid gold.
Apex kind of scares me because every now and then they put out a beastly experimental product
but then it disappears from the website and you never see it again. Like Atlas World Breaker edition,
that mix was amazing. Regardless I hope this isn't the last we see of Chamber 36.
Paradox - July 26, 2017, 6:58 pm

(07-26-2017 1:26 PM)Lucent Wrote: &nbsp;So I just checked the Apex website apparently
Chamber 36 is out of stock. Does anyone know if Thundr plans on bringing this back hopefully to the
his main product line? Just curious if I should be holding on to my bottles like liquid gold.
Apex kind of scares me because every now and then they put out a beastly experimental product
but then it disappears from the website and you never see it again. Like Atlas World Breaker edition,
that mix was amazing. Regardless I hope this isn't the last we see of Chamber 36.
I have to agree with this. Praetoria was an early Apex beta mix. It was a beast. Now sadly, it's gone.
From what I understand Chamber 36 is very expensive to make. If it is released in his product lineup
I wouldn't be surprised if it was priced in the &#36;45-55 dollar range.
metaltree - July 26, 2017, 7:07 pm

(07-26-2017 1:26 PM)Lucent Wrote: &nbsp;Apex kind of scares me because every now and then
they put out a beastly experimental product but then it disappears from the website and you never
see it again.
Yeah, I am unhappy about this too. CV2 was my favorite at one time and then it just disappeared.
CV3 has fans too if I recall correctly.
avi - July 26, 2017, 7:23 pm

...Some people were fans of Core4 , others - Core 4.5 .
I was amazed by FIVE...
Sent from my G4 LG-H815 using Tapatalk
BigDickBandit420 - July 26, 2017, 7:24 pm

I had a feeling c36 would be out of stock soon.....

I'd pay &#36;45-55 for it.
dsouza - July 27, 2017, 1:36 am

The general rule: when you find a product that works like MAGIC for YOU, stock up on it. Sure new
things come along, along with newer releases, but if something works you don't fix it....we've seen it
happen with every gold mine product out there... new editions, then sudden shock as older working
models which superseded the newer editions never came back.
Old New Pheromone Additive
Old l2k v1
Old PI
Old A314
Old Turn Up The Heat
Old MAG
The list goes on....
BigDickBandit420 - July 27, 2017, 1:39 am

I hope he's simply eliminating stock of the old version and putting out an improved formula (maybe
lasts longer!). It is called "Test Kitchen" and there was an overwhelmingly positive response from
members of this forum. An opportunity to make money shouldn't go unseized.
dsouza - July 27, 2017, 1:42 am

(07-26-2017 8:39 PM)BigDickBandit420 Wrote: &nbsp;I hope he's simply eliminating stock of the
old version and putting out an improved formula (maybe lasts longer!). It is called "Test Kitchen" and
there was an overwhelmingly positive response from members of this forum. An opportunity to make
money shouldn't go unseized.
Test kitchen is the exception... It's still in testing phase and may be improved upon... I wouldn't
worry. Sure hope Thundr is reading this....
Mars82 - July 27, 2017, 5:25 am

If ever there would be something to improve in Chamber 36 (and Sex Magnet), it would be in
longevity. I hope that the improved version would last around 8-12 hours in order to remove the
need for a reapplication and make the bottle last longer.
dsouza - August 1, 2017, 10:19 am

So my chamber 36 has arrived.. I'm delighted... So before I venture to test it out I read through all 22
pages of this thread looking for a "common denominator in dosages"... Sadly I could find none...
People are wearing anywhere from a couple of inches to 3 , 6 inch swipes... This has got me
wondering, is there literally no OD with this?
I guess I will start off with using a few inches of the product and going from there, but maybe thundr
can intervene and suggest what kinda dosage ranges are supposed to be acceptably normal use
with these tester bottles?
Paradox - August 1, 2017, 11:32 am

(08-01-2017 5:19 AM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;So my chamber 36 has arrived.. I'm delighted... So
before I venture to test it out I read through all 22 pages of this thread looking for a "common
denominator in dosages"... Sadly I could find none... People are wearing anywhere from a couple of
inches to 3 , 6 inch swipes... This has got me wondering, is there literally no OD with this?
I guess I will start off with using a few inches of the product and going from there, but maybe thundr

can intervene and suggest what kinda dosage ranges are supposed to be acceptably normal use
with these tester bottles?
That's the drawback of using a rollerball. No one really measures "one inch" or "six inches". It's a
visual guesstimate. One persons inch is another persons two inches.
My advice is to see for yourself what works for you. Start with one inch and work your way up.
D_Darko - August 1, 2017, 11:59 am

I transfered mine to a small bulb dropper and usually use three drops.
BarefootOxford - August 2, 2017, 6:16 am

(08-01-2017 6:32 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp; (08-01-2017 5:19 AM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;So my
chamber 36 has arrived.. I'm delighted... So before I venture to test it out I read through all 22 pages
of this thread looking for a "common denominator in dosages"... Sadly I could find none... People
are wearing anywhere from a couple of inches to 3 , 6 inch swipes... This has got me wondering, is
there literally no OD with this?
I guess I will start off with using a few inches of the product and going from there, but maybe thundr
can intervene and suggest what kinda dosage ranges are supposed to be acceptably normal use
with these tester bottles?
That's the drawback of using a rollerball. No one really measures "one inch" or "six inches". It's a
visual guesstimate. One persons inch is another persons two inches.
My advice is to see for yourself what works for you. Start with one inch and work your way up.
That's how I use the rollerballs: I eyeball it. I'm not going to tattoo a ruler to my forearm, and I'm not
performing a science experiment with these products: there are people much better at
experimenting, measuring, and reporting than I am.
I've used them enough to know that I want "about that much" and "a little more" today because "bla
bla bla" or a little less or on my forearms or on my neck depending on the results I'm targeting.
DrChocolate - August 2, 2017, 6:47 am

(08-02-2017 1:16 AM)BarefootOxford Wrote: &nbsp;That's how I use the rollerballs: I eyeball it. I'm
not going to tattoo a ruler to my forearm, and I'm not performing a science experiment with these
products: there are people much better at experimenting, measuring, and reporting than I am.
I've used them enough to know that I want "about that much" and "a little more" today because "bla
bla bla" or a little less or on my forearms or on my neck depending on the results I'm targeting.
Couldn't agree with ya more Ox.
+1 for that.
DarkLord1 - August 2, 2017, 8:41 pm

I still haven't seen the alphaness in c36 or any type of sexual response....Social, Friendly, People
initiate conversations with me and don't want to leave...yes.
I've played with 3 to 6 inches. It's very light smelling compared to Solomon's Attar.....It's a blend
where women will just start a conversation with me.
I haven't combined it with anything else. Center of attention, I can see. Not quite sure about the
respect either. Maybe I've been wearing too much BW and AQ and the respect there is easier to
see....Also somewhat fear based.

Might try to combine C36 and Solomon's Attar so I'm mellow and get a bunch of attention.
Arsenic - August 2, 2017, 9:02 pm

(08-02-2017 3:41 PM)DarkLord1 Wrote: &nbsp;I still haven't seen the alphaness in c36 or any type
of sexual response....Social, Friendly, People initiate conversations with me and don't want to
leave...yes.
I've played with 3 to 6 inches. It's very light smelling compared to Solomon's Attar.....It's a blend
where women will just start a conversation with me.
I haven't combined it with anything else. Center of attention, I can see. Not quite sure about the
respect either. Maybe I've been wearing too much BW and AQ and the respect there is easier to
see....Also somewhat fear based.
Might try to combine C36 and Solomon's Attar so I'm mellow and get a bunch of attention.
C36 has a bit more of a goofy, carefree vibe to it than say AQ or BW. Behind the scenes it (you
cant see it but others can) it communicates that you have social authority, social dominance, that
you fit in with a social crowd that is powerful and has money. THAT is what causes this mone to be
sexual - if you drive it as such. In other words, girls get wet cause ya have authority. In contrast, BW
itself creates tension. With C36 you have to create that tension yourself. Your post makes it evident
that you have not driven it in a sexual way, which there is nothing wrong with, so I'm here to
encourage you to drive it as such and let us know how it goes for you.
Also, BW has an "I'll fuck your shit up if you cross me" respect vibe. A lot of people will respect you
out of fear. With C36 people will respect you cause they think you're important and have money. I'm
a huge fan of BW's selfies so often I will put a swipe on either side of my nose while I wear C36. I
can drive what c36 has to offer much better. I don't claim this as a magical solution; I am simply
stating what has worked for me.
dsouza - August 3, 2017, 8:18 pm

So I've played around with c36 this past week.
Not ready to give a review but my preliminary trials have lead me to believe:
4-8inches spread on hands , neck, back of neck
* c36 has awesome social pull and I get a sort of VIP treatment where store salespeople have
picked me first even over others who were waiting first
* c36 doesn't feel very ALPHA more like a social VIP
* very little shit testing if any but my SO tried to mock me in a joking way with it on. So it's not fear
based.
* women talk to me and don't want to end conversations
* people seem to not only give me VIP treatment and talk and attn but also my SO who I was with.
Both the wearer and guest get put into the spotlight
* strangers who are 10's who don't usually hold eye contact or smile seem to do so even in
dangerous parking lots in places where people are usually ON GUARD
* this is the part you probably haven't heard in this thread so far: I forgot to wash app point on back
of neck during my shower and I got next day hits . My SO was with me at 6 am and she noticed a
disproportionate amount of people were eyeing us in a coffee shop who she usually sees before but
this time they were all intrigued and my SO got a bit creeped by the attn at 6 am. Hey even VIP's
get mugged
MMM - August 3, 2017, 9:23 pm

Did I miss it, or hasn't Thundr asnwered WHEN? and IF? Chambers 36 will be back on the market?

Anyone?
Anyone?
Has anyone got the answer to WHEN? and IF? Chambers 36 will be back on the market?
Anyone?
Blacky Chan - August 3, 2017, 10:48 pm

(08-03-2017 4:23 PM)MMM Wrote: &nbsp;Did I miss it, or hasn't Thundr asnwered WHEN? and IF?
Chambers 36 will be back on the market?
Anyone?
Anyone?
Has anyone got the answer to WHEN? and IF? Chambers 36 will be back on the market?
Anyone?
I got an email a week ago saying they were shut down indefinitely.
DarkLord1 - August 3, 2017, 10:55 pm

(08-02-2017 4:02 PM)Arsenic Wrote: &nbsp;C36 has a bit more of a goofy, carefree vibe to it than
say AQ or BW. Behind the scenes it (you cant see it but others can) it communicates that you have
social authority, social dominance, that you fit in with a social crowd that is powerful and has money.
THAT is what causes this mone to be sexual - if you drive it as such. In other words, girls get wet
cause ya have authority. In contrast, BW itself creates tension. With C36 you have to create that
tension yourself. Your post makes it evident that you have not driven it in a sexual way, which there
is nothing wrong with, so I'm here to encourage you to drive it as such and let us know how it goes
for you.
Also, BW has an "I'll fuck your shit up if you cross me" respect vibe. A lot of people will respect you
out of fear. With C36 people will respect you cause they think you're important and have money. I'm
a huge fan of BW's selfies so often I will put a swipe on either side of my nose while I wear C36. I
can drive what c36 has to offer much better. I don't claim this as a magical solution; I am simply
stating what has worked for me.
I get the "you have money" effect from AQ....Not BW or C36.....Not trying to drive C36 in anyway.
More taking what it gives me...which is super social and the other things I mentioned. I think of
mones like a tool and let a hammer be a hammer.
With regards to respect....I guess we measure that in different ways. C36, to me, seems like
something to wear when I want people to like me who I have never met before....So cold
sales....Maybe interviews....Initial meetings....things like that.
I don't feel or see alpha or any hint of sexual with C36....I have with BW or AQ or NA or M3X and
can see sexual responses without driving it that way....Alpha responses too.
With plain wolf, I have seen respect without fear. Again, what I like about C36 is that people will
approach me and interact with me quickly. So little to no barrier with interactions. I'm in sales and
that is always something that is appreciated.
excalibur - August 4, 2017, 4:14 am

Tested out BW 4 dabs from the Test Vial plus C36 2 six inch swipes.

I must say this is a very attractive mix, adds more to BW but still its
a very sexual combo. Head snapping from women a lot of starring.
I sat a coffee shop two women sitting near me started hairplay giggling
neck rubbing etc.
Two other women again came and sat at the next table same thing with them
women want you to notice them.
The thing to remember is that C36 burns off quickly so unless you top it up every four hours
the respect vibe wears off leaving the sexual alpha aggressiveness of BW.
D_Darko - August 4, 2017, 7:20 am

I get some VIP treatment with C36 as well and some flirting. I remember one evening a few weeks
back when I had got off work and was off to a bar for some AW with a female friend (around 40 yo).
On our way I dropped by a coffee shop for a sandwich. The girl working there was a 25 yo of Middle
Eastern descent. She was hit hard and noticeably blushing while talking to me. She asked if I
wanted coffee with the sandwich. I said no. She asked if I wanted juice, I said no thanks. I was
preparing to pay when she stopped me and said it was free. Then she blushed again and wished
me a great evening. My lady companion was perplexed.
At the bar I was almost constantly served first, even though it was fairly crowded. My lady friend
wouldn't stop talking. The usual 3 drops from a bulb dropper.
Pairing it with M3X has been good to me. Thinking now of pairing it with THU, Evolve, Edge and
especially MX353 (though I use that one sparingly what I have left of it).
Mars82 - August 4, 2017, 8:36 am

(08-03-2017 5:48 PM)Blacky Chan Wrote: &nbsp;I got an email a week ago saying they were shut
down indefinitely.
The Apex site is back, but without the test kitchen. Could thundr be cooking something in the
kitchen again?
V-nice - August 4, 2017, 6:18 pm

(08-04-2017 3:36 AM)Mars82 Wrote: &nbsp;The Apex site is back, but without the test kitchen.
Could thundr be cooking something in the kitchen again?
Honestly speaking, I sure hope so!
dsouza - August 10, 2017, 7:34 pm

Here's something I noticed about C36 wearing it multiple occasions now that seems non
coincidental.
The guest your with gets put into the spotlight just as much or even moreso than the wearer.
I think this has pluses and minuses.
My SO and I went to her work... She worked for a company worth hundreds of billions worldwide...
(Yes Billions not millions) ... Anyways as soon as she showed up to introduce me to her bosses
who were all greeting me, the very alpha manager there pulled her aside and asked to talk to her
privately.... I didn't know what to make of it I thought maybe I needed a security card to enter.
I Go on to talk and become popular with a lot of the staff she works with.. I'm like will smith in the
prince of belair...People never tried to shit test me at all, but one woman who works with my SO

started to purposely make a badmouth joke in front of her female boss while my SO was pulled
aside by the manager that stated she loves to talk to her SO in the phone... I didn't think it was
funny and I certainly didn't want my SO's rep getting smothered so I stood up for her and her female
boss took my side. The other lady is an old 60+ almost retiree who constantly gets jealous and
challenges my SO.
Anyways when my SO gets back with the manager and we are to leave she tells me he feels she
has gotten the respect of all 13 senior management folks leading teams and she will be recognized.
I was delighted and so was she.
Here's the thing.. We wear mones so WE are put into a spotlight not the guest standing beside us .
It's like a prince and his lady.. The prince is the VIP but the princess steals the show!
I feel this is fine for a couple but honestly if I was with a date and showed up at a business function
and a very alpha man tried to politely pull my date away from me to talk to her I'd feel like I wasn't
getting respect... It's almost an insult.. Surely that has never happened to me with titan, m3x or wolf.
But it has happened with C36.
I am almost going to state a preliminary finding I am almost sure about... C36 is more VIP and
social popularity than VIP respect... It seems wolf has a more OBEY the wearer vibe about it. And it
seems a TITAN man would lose his temper if anyone crossed his path.
I'll keep testing.. But I am wondering if this is one of the reasons thundr pulled it out of test kitchen?
We wear pheromones to enhance OUR appeal first and foremost not our dates (Their attraction to
us YES , the spotlight on them towards others over us NO) .
Snoopyace - August 10, 2017, 7:41 pm

(08-10-2017 2:34 PM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;And it seems a TITAN man would lose his temper if
anyone crossed his path. I've been testing TITAN and to be honest, from what I've seen I don't think
anyone WOULD cross a TITAN man. At least not from what I've experienced with it. Insane
amounts of respect and a definite VIP vibe.
You make an interesting point regarding C36. From what I've seen, while I have been wearing it
with my Bride, I do understand what you mean in the sense that both people are given attention. I
always interpreted it more as her being awesome by association. People wanted to be nearer to her
because she was close to me. I tend to have an intimidating demeanor naturally so people don't
generally disrespect me in person, even without pheromones.
Spider-mone - August 10, 2017, 10:30 pm

(08-10-2017 2:34 PM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;My SO and I went to her work
the very alpha manager there pulled her aside and asked to talk to her privately
Anyways when my SO gets back with the manager and we are to leave she tells me he feels she
has gotten the respect of all 13 senior management folks leading teams and she will be recognized.
Here's the thing.. We wear mones so WE are put into a spotlight not the guest standing beside us
I'm not sure i'm following your logic here.
What you're saying might have some validity if you were at YOUR work. but you were at HER work.
of course she'll have somewhat of a bigger spotlight. I don't think he told her she had the respect of
all 13 senior management folks just because you were wearing C36. I'd put money on the fact that it

was probably because she's doing a good job!
maybe i'm missing something here?
dsouza - August 10, 2017, 10:37 pm

(08-10-2017 5:30 PM)Spider-mone Wrote: &nbsp;I'm not sure i'm following your logic here.
What you're saying might have some validity if you were at YOUR work. but you were at HER work.
of course she'll have somewhat of a bigger spotlight. I don't think he told her she had the respect of
all 13 senior management folks just because you were wearing C36. I'd put money on the fact that it
was probably because she's doing a good job!
maybe i'm missing something here?
I forgot to state she has been on vacation and only took me into her work to show me her friends as
a couple. We were dressed down . so it's not like she was working. There were no plans to meet a
CEO . and it's not that he pulled her aside that bothered me but with no introduction to me. He didn't
really acknowledge my presence and I feel with a true ALPHA or VIP product that is something that
always happens --being acknowledged. I feel manners or respect wasn't there. For her yes for the
wearer no.
Spider-mone - August 10, 2017, 10:43 pm

(08-10-2017 5:37 PM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;I forgot to state she has been on vacation and only
took me into her work to show me her friends as a couple. We were dressed down . so it's not like
she was working.
Yes but it's her work. she already has rapport with these people. I would understand your logic if
you took her to your work and she was getting all the attention. If it was YOUR boss pulling her
aside to talk to her then I would agree.... that's strange! But this was her boss, at her work. maybe
he's been waiting for her to get back from vacation to tell her his news.
and as you said, you went on to become popular so i'm not sure i'm following what you're trying to
say. did you expect to get offered a job?? lol
dsouza - August 10, 2017, 10:46 pm

(08-10-2017 5:43 PM)Spider-mone Wrote: &nbsp;Yes but it's her work. she already has rapport
with these people. I would understand your logic if you took her to your work and she was getting all
the attention. If it was YOUR boss pulling her aside to talk to her then I would agree.... that's
strange! But this was her boss, at her work. maybe he's been waiting for her to get back from
vacation to tell her his news.
and as you said, you went on to become popular so i'm not sure i'm following what you're trying to
say. did you expect to get offered a job?? lol
Maybe your right and I read into it too much. I seem to become an attention whore when wearing
c36. Almost a mild euphoria self effect. Lol
Spider-mone - August 10, 2017, 10:48 pm

(08-10-2017 5:37 PM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;and it's not that he pulled her aside that bothered me
but with no introduction to me. He didn't really acknowledge my presence
ok... now I understand what you mean.
here's something to remember ... mones or no mones ... some people are just assholes!!! lol
Spider-mone - August 10, 2017, 11:01 pm

(08-10-2017 5:46 PM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;Maybe your right and I read into it too much. I seem to

become an attention whore when wearing c36. Almost a mild euphoria self effect. Lol
another thing now that you mention being an attention whore. sometimes when we're looking for
attention, people pick up on this. I know because when I notice someone who looks like they're
trying to be the center of attention, I ignore them. it gets very annoying when someone is trying too
hard for the spotlight. I'm not saying that's what you did, i'm just talking in general.
The trick is to get the spotlight while making it look natural. No one likes a phony!!! lol
DrChocolate - August 10, 2017, 11:03 pm

I was busy here. So I couldn't type all that. But Spidey read me mind. May be her boss needed to
update work related news to her asap cos a client is about to close a deal soon?
Also, what was ur S.O. wearing D? As in what mones was she wearing? And did she get a skin to
skin contact with ur C36 app point? Even on her clothes or skin perhaps? Cos that might've
transfered ur C36 on to her?

Edit. Forgot to remove me signature photo.
dsouza - August 10, 2017, 11:14 pm

(08-10-2017 6:03 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;I was busy here. So I couldn't type all that. But
Spidey read me mind. May be her boss needed to update work related news to her asap cos a
client is about to close a deal soon?
Also, what was ur S.O. wearing D? As in what mones was she wearing? And did she get a skin to
skin contact with ur C36 app point? Even on her clothes or skin perhaps? Cos that might've
transfered ur C36 on to her?

Edit. Forgot to remove me signature photo.
I applied c36 to outer hands , neck, and back of neck and my SO held my hands and gave me a
neck message earlier so you have a great point I didn't think of!!! Maybe c36 got transferred! She
seems to touch me more with c36 period . That could explain it. It's oily too and would rub off.
Good catch!! I didn't even think of that!
DrChocolate - August 10, 2017, 11:18 pm

(08-10-2017 6:14 PM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;I applied c36 to outer hands , neck, and back of neck
and my SO held my hands and gave me a neck message earlier so you have a great point I didn't
think of!!! Maybe c36 got transferred! She seems to touch me more with c36 period . That could
explain it. It's oily too and would rub off. Good catch!! I didn't even think of that!
There ya go.
Spider-mone - August 10, 2017, 11:20 pm

Do you wear a cover scent with C36 and has your SO commented on the scent?
dsouza - August 10, 2017, 11:53 pm

(08-10-2017 6:20 PM)Spider-mone Wrote: &nbsp;Do you wear a cover scent with C36 and has
your SO commented on the scent?
No Cover scent just out of bottle. And SHE ALWAYS comments on how nice it smells. She
inititate kissing all the time even though she doesn't do that routinely. The fact that she can't keep

her hands off my neck, hands etc and I apply c36 there makes the whole matter complete now.
Also she told me when she was pulled into the room with the CEO he was shaking and scared a bit
and thought she was very high status and wanted to make sure she knew she was being
recognized.. She said the CEO never talked to her before today... She must of gotten c36 on her
from me for it to take effect into the meeting room with him.
We've discovered something here .... c36 works on women to some extent lol!
DrChocolate - August 11, 2017, 12:28 am

(08-10-2017 6:53 PM)dsouza Wrote: &nbsp;We've discovered something here .... c36 works on
women to some extent lol!
I was just about to say this. U read me mind. Am wondering if it works directly on ladies or
transfered on ladies.
Also, u mentioned u and ur S.O. both wear mones? Was she wearing anything on that day?/night?
See this is why I think taken men can do a MASSIVE contribution to this science.
dsouza - August 11, 2017, 1:25 am

(08-10-2017 7:28 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;I was just about to say this. U read me mind. Am
wondering if it works directly on ladies or transfered on ladies.
Also, u mentioned u and ur S.O. both wear mones? Was she wearing anything on that day?/night?
See this is why I think taken men can do a MASSIVE contribution to this science.
My SO doesn't wear mones or care to..... she knows I do but has no interest in the hobby.
But she was flabbergasted with the attn. she received today from work. So she believes they work.

BarefootOxford - August 11, 2017, 5:42 am

Another thing: the cloud is nonspecific. We hear about people stealing clouds all the time. One way
to overcome this is to walk away, and come back 10 minutes later. When the mones travel with you,
separately from your SO, the observer will start to associate them with you instead of with the
cloud-stealing thief.
But this won't work if you rub the mones all over your SO, in which case she's an unwitting recipient
of the oil and benefits attached to it.
TheBoogieMan - August 15, 2017, 4:04 am

(06-01-2017 9:14 AM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;Chamber 36 is amazing in court. Standing in front
of a judge while wearing Chamber 36 covered with Aventus oil from The Fragrance Shop. I felt
calm, grounded, confident and I had the law on my side. On top of that, the judge, who started out
very short tempered with me very quickly turned into a respectful and cheerful individual towards
me. I hadn't even had the chance to present my side of the argument and everything was going my
way. I love how pheromones work as a wonderful social lubricant.
Snoopy, I'd be very interested to see you compare Chamber 36 to Alpha Treasures and/or Captain,
if you have the chance.
GoergeFocky - September 13, 2017, 8:39 am

If @Thundr still reads here:

Any chance C36 will be offered again?
Snoopyace - September 13, 2017, 12:38 pm

(08-14-2017 11:04 PM)TheBoogieMan Wrote: &nbsp;Snoopy, I'd be very interested to see you
compare Chamber 36 to Alpha Treasures and/or Captain, if you have the chance.
I just saw this post. I'll definitely do that in the next few days. First, I want to wear each one on
consecutive days to refresh my perceptions and I will start a new thread for it.
MMM - September 13, 2017, 4:18 pm

(09-13-2017 3:39 AM)GoergeFocky Wrote: &nbsp;If @Thundr still reads here:
Any chance C36 will be offered again?
(08-10-2017 6:46 PM)thundr Wrote: &nbsp;[b]Yes Sex mag and Chamber 36 are coming back. I
had some things to take care of hence the indefinite shut down. I honestly expected more downtime
but things happened alot quicker than I anticipated. Everything is running smooth and back on track
now.
Couple weeks and both formulations should reappear. Maybe a new one... (Im not sure yet, still
saucing it out at the beaches right now.)

I have been getting some emails about why some mixes goto the graveyard while others become
part of the lineup. It largely depends on these 3 things:
1. Cost of material
2. Material availability
3. Popularity
Every mix begins with an idea that I tinker with until I see something that makes it stand out. Then I
develop the idea further until release in the kitchen. Over the course of it being offered in the kitchen
I am out in venues wearing too.
To keep or discard I read public reviews and compare notes to what I and the test crews have
witnessed. That's pretty much the quick run down whether something sinks or swims.
Anyway, expect some out of stock items to return in the very near future. [/b]
One month, 3 days and counting.
COME ON, THUNDR!!!
Mars82 - September 14, 2017, 1:40 am

I think thundr is quite busy nowadays. I wanted to get some SexMag, but due to its unavailability, I
just ordered M3X and Imprint. He did not respond to my email and pm, but Paypal informed me that
my order has been shipped. Thundr might be coming out with new treats for us.
DssMaster - October 15, 2017, 12:19 am

Hey I just wanted to let everyone who's following this thread, that Apex's Test Kitchen is back in
stock with Chamber 36/Manimal 2 and a few new goodies...
BigDickBandit420 - November 7, 2017, 8:11 pm

Has anyone noted differences in the new release of C36?
Snoopyace - November 7, 2017, 9:10 pm

(11-07-2017 3:11 PM)BigDickBandit420 Wrote: &nbsp;Has anyone noted differences in the new

release of C36?
I will have to try my new bottle out and see if I notice anything difference.
DrChocolate - November 7, 2017, 9:30 pm

(11-07-2017 3:11 PM)BigDickBandit420 Wrote: &nbsp;Has anyone noted differences in the new
release of C36?

Good question. Am back in Brissy. And I got the pack. I'll give it a try tonight. This morning am
planning to run C-musk.
Will update ya's in due course.
DssMaster - November 8, 2017, 12:00 am

I got a bottle of Chamber 36, and tried it twice at a seminar, where I only knew two people there.
Haven't noticed anything unusual from them or the other people attending the seminar while wearing
Chamber 36. Did noticed a nice looking chubby latina staring at me from across the room where I
was standing, and everyone I interacted with was very professional and business like while
introducing themselves to me. I wore about 3 inches rolled on top of each forearm, and did roll it in a
circular motion behind each ear. Next time I'll try two inches on each forearm and a two inch roll on
each side of the neck and see.
The scent of Chamber 36 is kinda nice. Not sure I ever smelled anything similar to this. It seems
strong and I think it lasted almost all day on me. Every time I took a whiff of my forearms, the scent
was there. When I rolled the product, I did not rub it in, I just let it sit there and let it dry on its own.
So maybe that contributed to the scent lasting much longer, as I usually put on a product and then
rub it in using the top of my hands or inner forearms.
Snoopyace - November 8, 2017, 12:09 am

I really enjoy the scent of C 36. I wear about the amount you did and while I do definitely see
reactions such as more respect or more interest, I find the reactions from people to be very natural
and maybe even a bit more subtle than some other products. I am seeing those more 'natural'
reactions with C Musk as well. People aren't completely over the top, their reactions don't
necessarily feel almost forced like I've seen from other products on occasion.
DssMaster - November 8, 2017, 12:17 am

So Snoopy, is it safe to say that the scent in it is the ambergris in Chamber 36?
Snoopyace - November 8, 2017, 12:19 am

(11-07-2017 7:17 PM)DssMaster Wrote: &nbsp;So Snoopy, is it safe to say that the scent in it is the
ambergris in Chamber 36?
Oh yeah. Quite a bit of that scent is the ambergris.
Lostdreams - November 8, 2017, 12:31 am

Makes me curious... What does ambergris smell like... If its possible to compare it?

(11-07-2017 7:19 PM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;Oh yeah. Quite a bit of that scent is the
ambergris.
TheManInTheFedora - November 8, 2017, 1:04 am

(11-07-2017 7:31 PM)Lostdreams Wrote: &nbsp;Makes me curious... What does ambergris smell
like... If its possible to compare it?

"Freshly-produced ambergris has a marine, fecal odour. However, as it ages, it acquires a sweet,
earthy scent, commonly likened to the fragrance of rubbing alcohol, without the vaporous chemical
astringency. "
source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ambergris
ps775 - November 11, 2017, 3:14 pm

The scent of the most recent release doesnâ€™t seem as strong. Anyone else notice this? Any
insights?
DrChocolate - November 12, 2017, 5:19 am

(11-11-2017 10:14 AM)ps775 Wrote: &nbsp;The scent of the most recent release doesnâ€™t seem
as strong. Anyone else notice this? Any insights?

To me it's the same strength and smell as the old one.
DssMaster - November 13, 2017, 3:15 am

This is the first time I've ever smelled ambergris, and not sure if this is a scent I would like to wear
regularly. Not that is bad or anything, just different from my own personal taste of scents.
Application Point(s) &amp; Dosage:
This time I wore it just like DrChocolate did; a 2 inch roll on top of each wrist, and about a 2 inch roll
on each side of jawline.
The effects:
When I talked to people (mostly strangers) they seem to open up and carry a conversation with me.
The women (and men) I spoke with were all deferential towards me. Unfortunately I did not have
time to converse with them for long, as we were there attending a seminar, and had to hurry back
and take our seats in the room. Was able to open them with ease regarding a couple of topics of
interest, and time of conversation was about 15-20 minutes. The ones I was talking to were Latinas,
married, and one single (did not see a ring on her finger) 20 mid/late something. I was trying to get
back to the conversation with them after the seminar, but unsuccessful, as they were leaving. Also
looked for the single mid/late 20 something girl, but she must have left before the seminar was over,
as I wanted to re-engage, number close her, and see her reaction with a 2/2.5 hour old app of
Chamber 36.
DrChocolate - November 13, 2017, 4:11 am

(11-12-2017 10:15 PM)DssMaster Wrote: &nbsp;Application Point(s) &amp; Dosage:
This time I wore it just like DrChocolate did; a 2 inch roll on top of each wrist, and about a 2 inch roll
on each side of jawline.

Thanks DSS. I learnt it from Mars82.
EDCTimes - December 23, 2017, 7:02 pm

Sounds like Im gonna make another order with Thundr .... All of his stuff has success on my skin to
date...... and this sounds like a winner too.
ShadowX114 - December 28, 2017, 10:27 am

I'm not sure if this normal or if my roll-on is probably defective.
When I apply, I don't see anything on my skin. I can somehow smell it but that's probably due to the

contact with the metal ball but my skin doesn't shine, like other oil pheromones. For example, with
LPMP's roll on, my skin definitely gets shiny from the oil until it dries. As for C36, I apply and wonder
"is this thing even working?
DrChocolate - December 28, 2017, 11:13 am

(12-28-2017 5:27 AM)ShadowX114 Wrote: &nbsp;I'm not sure if this normal or if my roll-on is
probably defective.
When I apply, I don't see anything on my skin. I can somehow smell it but that's probably due to the
contact with the metal ball but my skin doesn't shine, like other oil pheromones. For example, with
LPMP's roll on, my skin definitely gets shiny from the oil until it dries. As for C36, I apply and wonder
"is this thing even working?

Try shaking the bottle.
EDCTimes - December 28, 2017, 11:25 am

(12-23-2017 2:02 PM)EDCTimes Wrote: &nbsp;Sounds like Im gonna make another order with
Thundr .... All of his stuff has success on my skin to date...... and this sounds like a winner too.
Try physically rolling the ball with your fingers and see if it skips or is moving . If your fingertips get
wet or you can see first hand what the roller is doing .....it may help... All my Apex rollers work very
well... SexMag, C-Musk, Houd, and Manimal2.... Love His roll-ons...
Mars82 - January 8, 2018, 8:15 am

(12-28-2017 5:27 AM)ShadowX114 Wrote: &nbsp;I'm not sure if this normal or if my roll-on is
probably defective.
When I apply, I don't see anything on my skin. I can somehow smell it but that's probably due to the
contact with the metal ball but my skin doesn't shine, like other oil pheromones. For example, with
LPMP's roll on, my skin definitely gets shiny from the oil until it dries. As for C36, I apply and wonder
"is this thing even working?
Same problem with my latest C36 bottle. The ball is tight. I just roll it with my finger to lubricate it
before I put it on my forearms. Then I apply twice since the output is thin and skips in places. In
contrast, my SM bottle's roller is a bit loose so I have to keep it upright all the time to avoid leaks.
ShadowX114 - January 8, 2018, 3:49 pm

Thank you for the respones, I forgot to report back. I think it is working now; especially since I felt
the self-effects on 2 occasions....I get irritated. I apply below my adam's apple. But maybe I'm
applying a lot due to not be certain if I really am applying.
DarkLord1 - April 23, 2018, 8:05 pm

Played pheromone roulette today and went with about 4 inches of C36. Very positive social
experience throughout the day. Over and above customer service and some random conversations
with people while out and about.
One woman (60â€™s) randomly spoke with me (Asian) for about 20 minutes. She kept showing me
pictures of her daughter even after I told her I was married. She told me everything about her
daughter. Bad habits and all.
Here is the crazy thing....She asked me if I would date her if I was single. She is attractive and
doesnâ€™t look like she is in her late 30â€™s, but that bad habit is a show stopper.

Had another Asian lady speak with me randomly, but it wasnâ€™t flirtatious. Guys were very
friendly and there was light hearted banter throughout the day.
I put on chapstick first (regular) before applying the mone. Iâ€™ve played with lotion before
applying as was curious about longevity.
Snoopyace - April 23, 2018, 8:12 pm

Sounds like a good day, even with the odd interaction. I love how smoothly my days go when I wear
C 36. To the point that I've been rationing it for special occasions until it is back in Thundr's shop.
Hopefully it WILL be back.
Lucent - April 23, 2018, 9:03 pm

(04-23-2018 3:12 PM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;Sounds like a good day, even with the odd
interaction. I love how smoothly my days go when I wear C 36. To the point that I've been rationing
it for special occasions until it is back in Thundr's shop. Hopefully it WILL be back.
You can still order it snoop. the mobile site still has the test kitchen up and the Version heâ€™s
been sending out are pretty much the same from my experiences.
Snoopyace - April 23, 2018, 10:10 pm

(04-23-2018 4:03 PM)Lucent Wrote: &nbsp;You can still order it snoop. the mobile site still has the
test kitchen up and the Version heâ€™s been sending out are pretty much the same from my
experiences.
Whew. Good to know. Thanks!
Snoopyace - July 30, 2018, 11:58 pm

The last few times I've worn Chamber 36 I've covered it with Himalaya by the Fragrance Shop.
Great little oil that smells almost identical to Creed's Himalaya. Complements the already very nice
scent of Chamber 36 nicely. The combination has gotten me quite a few compliments. Himalaya is
a really nice smelling scent for when you want to fly under the radar a bit and not be 'The Cologne
Guy' while still smelling very good.
Once again, every interaction I've had went incredibly smoothly and easily. I highly recommend
C36 in court. You get seen as a respectable, solid individual. My bride also reacts really well to
C36. It is fun because she is very happily deferential and treats me more as a VIP than she
normally does. I get the best service when I wear this. I am trying not to have the mindset that I can
only wear this for some extremely special occasions and that it is appropriate to wear much more
often. The word of the day is... smooth.
Jimmycrack - July 31, 2018, 8:53 pm

(07-30-2018 6:58 PM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;The last few times I've worn Chamber 36 I've
covered it with Himalaya by the Fragrance Shop. Great little oil that smells almost identical to
Creed's Himalaya. Complements the already very nice scent of Chamber 36 nicely. The
combination has gotten me quite a few compliments. Himalaya is a really nice smelling scent for
when you want to fly under the radar a bit and not be 'The Cologne Guy' while still smelling very
good.
Once again, every interaction I've had went incredibly smoothly and easily. I highly recommend
C36 in court. You get seen as a respectable, solid individual. My bride also reacts really well to
C36. It is fun because she is very happily deferential and treats me more as a VIP than she
normally does. I get the best service when I wear this. I am trying not to have the mindset that I can
only wear this for some extremely special occasions and that it is appropriate to wear much more
often. The word of the day is... smooth.
How much are you using - how big a swipe? (04-23-2018 3:05 PM)DarkLord1 Wrote: &nbsp;

Played pheromone roulette today and went with about 4 inches of C36. Very positive social
experience throughout the day. Over and above customer service and some random conversations
with people while out and about.
One woman (60â€™s) randomly spoke with me (Asian) for about 20 minutes. She kept showing me
pictures of her daughter even after I told her I was married. She told me everything about her
daughter. Bad habits and all.
Here is the crazy thing....She asked me if I would date her if I was single. She is attractive and
doesnâ€™t look like she is in her late 30â€™s, but that bad habit is a show stopper.
Had another Asian lady speak with me randomly, but it wasnâ€™t flirtatious. Guys were very
friendly and there was light hearted banter throughout the day.
I put on chapstick first (regular) before applying the mone. Iâ€™ve played with lotion before
applying as was curious about longevity.
Haha - I get these same weird interactions where it hits certain gals and makes me man on the
street marriage material. Typically when it is hot out within a couple hours of use. I agree with the
rest of the gang in that this can be very smooth. But like when I first used AV, I am having hard time
figuring out the right amount and I believe it causes a mild Androstadienone like depression later in
the day for me.
Snoopyace - July 31, 2018, 8:57 pm

(07-31-2018 3:53 PM)Jimmycrack Wrote: &nbsp;How much are you using - how big a swipe?
I usually run about 12" (about 30 cm) spread between the tops of my hands and sides of my neck.
leeroy117 - August 6, 2018, 7:48 pm

Is apex site down for anyone else?
campoviejo - August 6, 2018, 8:35 pm

(08-06-2018 2:48 PM)leeroy117 Wrote: &nbsp;Is apex site down for anyone else?
It seems they are redesigning/upgrading it.
leeroy117 - August 6, 2018, 8:49 pm

Yeah i just purchased it, but man i think the prices went up. Got some good ol core!
Snoopyace - August 7, 2018, 2:17 am

(08-06-2018 3:49 PM)leeroy117 Wrote: &nbsp;Yeah i just purchased it, but man i think the prices
went up. Got some good ol core!
It looks like the regular sprays went up by &#36;4 per bottle. I'm not too worried, inflation hits us all.
TheBoogieMan - August 12, 2018, 6:46 pm

What do you guys think about Chamber 36 vs. Alpha Treasures?
Snoopy refuses to tell me
They seem comparable from reports I've read. Status products with a certain "smoothness" and
sexiness. My impression is that C36 is a little more social and less "VIP" than AT though. Thoughts?
Snoopyace - August 12, 2018, 10:10 pm

(08-12-2018 1:46 PM)TheBoogieMan Wrote: &nbsp;What do you guys think about Chamber 36 vs.
Alpha Treasures?

Snoopy refuses to tell me
AHAHAHA! It's a secret.
To my mind, they are somewhat similar in their general effects where people just want to help you
and make your life go more smoothly. Chamber 36 especially has this ability. Not so much
STATUS as just, hey this guy seems cool and I want to help him out. It also makes me very upbeat
and laid back yet even more social than normal. I draw a crowd when I wear it just because people
see me as being fun and awesome to hang around. I have actually nicknamed C36 Felix Felicis
after a "liquid luck" potion from the Harry Potter series of books. Life just sort of flows so smoothly
when I wear it that I almost feel the need to save it for special occasions so that it maintains its
awesomeness.
Alpha Treasures has more status, more authority but think Sir Richard Branson and not Donald
Trump. Yes, it gives you the feeling of being in charge but people WANT to follow you instead of
being compelled to follow you. You're just so damn cool that they want to be part of that and be cool
by association. It also has a stronger sexual side than C36. AT is one that can go from being work
appropriate to being bar appropriate. Women are attracted and not JUST the ones who are
attracted to power.
Both are somewhat similar but they do have some definite differences, in my experience.
TheBoogieMan - August 12, 2018, 10:47 pm

Harry Potter vs. Richard Branson... got it! haha
Thanks for the breakdown. Will rep ya when I have more to give.
campoviejo - December 31, 2018, 12:50 am

Wore a little bit, maybe 6 cm altogether. Maybe I've found my sweet spot, because I'd worn more
previously and hadn't noticed such results. I was quite impressed with the pull this mix has. It has a
VIPish aura, ladies are drawn, show IOIs, eye contact, coming close to my space, are very open.
Guys are very friendly, joking and asking my opinion on everything. In a bar environment, I was
having a conversation with a friend, and the surrounding people were listening. Later on I was
approached by some of these people who wanted to share their thoughts on our conversation.
some keywords: VIP, respect, friendly/joking, intriguing to ladies
Snoopyace - December 31, 2018, 3:12 am

Sometimes a little of a product can go a long way. What you experienced is exactly why I like
Chamber 36 so much. It is just fun.
MisterY - January 14, 2019, 5:06 am

Put on 3 dabs of Chamber 36 from the sample vial today. Two dabs on wrists and one smeared on
neck. Met some people for lunch and gathering for a few hours.
Noticed that guys were more social. I got more questions than usual asking about myself and
general curiosity about me. Another guy would bump my arm in a friendly way while talking about
some general stuff. Very buddy buddy vibe from guys.
Most of the girls kind of kept to themselves and didn't get much of a chance to interact with them.
Although as I was leaving, I noticed one girl stare at me with her eyes wide open. I guess this was
my first "deer in the headlights" look. I didn't talk to her as I had to go, but I thought that look she had
was worth noting.

I'm not sure what cover scent this is because this is a sample that I got with an order and there's no
indication on the vial. I noted that it had a pronounced floral scent at the beginning, but it mellowed
out. Reminded me of Armani Mania when I sniffed it again after four hours. Not a bad cover scent.
Wish I knew which one this is.
Overall, seemed like Chamber 36 had some effect. Looking forward to testing this out some more.
MisterY - February 5, 2019, 6:57 am

About 6 dabs from sample vial (about 3 drops of regular vial, I guess) split between sides of neck
and wrists. About a couple dozen people or so at a party. I only knew one guy beforehand.
I for sure noticed that I was in a lighter, more upbeat mood than usual. As an introvert, parties with
many other people can drain my energy. But I noticed that my energy level was higher than normal
and remained that way even a couple hours after I left the party. I felt like cracking jokes with people
(and although I have a sense of humor, I am no comedian by any means), but I almost could not
help myself just joking around.
I did not notice any real "hits" with others. Everyone seemed friendly, but I did not notice anyone
really trying to gain my approval or be super inquisitive about me like I noticed the last time I used
Chamber 36. As for its effect on women, I did not really have a chance to test how attractive it is to
the opposite sex because all the girls present were married and with their significant others at the
party. They did not show any real signs of attraction. But I did not have a problem mingling and
making small talk with everyone.
This is odd because the last time I used C36, I had no selfies but saw its effect on others. This time,
I had great selfies but no effect on others. Still trying to figure this one out.
Pheroman - February 5, 2019, 2:27 pm

I've been getting "truth serum" effect on some people while wearing C36.
But good vibes overall so far.
Fairly small doses so far like 6-12"
idej1 - May 7, 2019, 6:05 am

C36 is the least used in my mone stash but however I've been putting it in my glove compartment
and got some solid use out of it.
My application method is just to slather the front part of my neck. Not sure how many inches that is.
Some observation:
- People address me as sir more often. A little out of the norm for me.
- Guys perceived to be at bottom of the pecking order wants to hang around me more often.
Snoopyace - May 7, 2019, 6:13 am

(05-07-2019 1:05 AM)idej1 Wrote: &nbsp;C36 is the least used in my mone stash but however I've
been putting it in my glove compartment and got some solid use out of it.
My application method is just to slather the front part of my neck. Not sure how many inches that is.
Some observation:
- People address me as sir more often. A little out of the norm for me.
- Guys perceived to be at bottom of the pecking order wants to hang around me more often.
Iâ€™m still a big fan of Chamber 36. I use it sparingly but only because it works so well that I feel

like Iâ€™m wasting it if I use it all the time.
Arsenic - May 9, 2019, 7:03 am

I've used c36 off and on. I just received a sample of Wolf from Gary. Anyone mind briefly comparing
the two? General vibe differences? To me they are similar.
quick edit. To me so far I'd probably say C36 is more ceo status. I dont think I'd say C36 is
intimidating in an aggressive way, but in a high status way. I recall from my earlier journal that
people at my work started assuming that I had a masters degree which I dont. I haven't had much
time to test wolf but so far it seems more friendly and inclusive in that yeah its a vip mone but its
more budd buddy. I'll be wearing wolf to the office for the first time today so hopefully i'll have an
update.

